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l. Phaedo 115 b. In hls Budé edition Robin translates b 3-4 1 

by "cette tache serait, par amour pour toi, notre tache principale" 
(similarly De Win). Má).urra, however, bears on lv xáem (a rendering 
like Bluck's "anything that you would particularly like us to do" 
is, on thls point at least, adequate). In the Pléiade version Robin 
has "c'est par amour surtout que nous Ie ferions". Both times 
he renders lv xáen:t by "par amour". So does R . Schaerer (Le héros, 
le sage et l'événement dans l'humanisme grec, 1964, p. 171, n. 2) 
in hls rendering of b 7: " ... tout ce que vous ferez, vous Ie ferez 
par amour" -this has an almost Augustinian ring. 

Before risking generalizations one should keep in mind that 
äu' av notiju in b 7 bears on Crito's question ön ... nowVvuç 
in b 3: Crito has asked to be instructed about a very specific 
conduct. Further it must be stated that lv Xáetn can certainly 
mean "par amour", but that the "objectivistic" Greek, when using 
the reciprocal concept xáetç, would fust and most thlnk of the 
recipient (though Denniston-Page are undoubtedly right in their 
note on Aeschylus, Ag. 787, " ... it is hard to teIl whether the 
reference is to the service given by hlm who thanks, to the intrinsic 
grace of gratitude, or to the pleasure of hlm who is thanked"; 
cp. further for discussion and "literature", for instance, Fraenkel's 
notes on Aeschylus, Ag. 182, 354, 787, 1206, Barrett's additional 
note on Euripides, Hipp. 513-515, Kannicht's note on Euripides, 
Hel. 1397). Finally one may argue that more consolation would 
be found for Crito and the other friends of Socrates in the certainty 
that their act would have pleased their revered master than in 
the conscience that it was inspired by their love for hlm. 

In a note to hls translation (p. 187, n. 1) Hackforth says that 
év XáetTt in b 3-4 and b 7 is "difficult to render, because for Socrates 
it means something different from what it means for Crito. The 
disciple is anxious to do the master some more or less trivial 
'kindness' : but Socrates catches up hls word xáetÇ and gives it a 
deeper meaning". Yet he uses the same word ("service") both in 
b 3-4 and in b 7-rightly, for there is no "deeper meaning" given 
to the word xáetç. The unmistakable "deepening" is produced by 
making the qualification of äu' av notijTB dependent from the 
condition contained in vf-lwv aVTwv lmf-lB).oVf-lBVOt (b 6). 

2. Cratylus 402 cd. Manzoni's comment makes nonsense of c 6 
by confusing aVTó and 1'0 aVTó. Robin's translation in thls passage 

1 Where line·numbers a.re used, they are Burnet's. 
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6 MISCELLANEOUS NOTES ON PLATO 

lacks its usual limpidity; but its import is weIl brought out by 
(e.g.) StaIlbaum, Méridier and De Win. 

P. Vicaire, Platon critique littéraire (1960), p. 29, n. 1, thinks 
that Hermogenes' reply TOVTO /-lb, w EW"f!auç, )eO/-l1jJóv (d 3) shows 
that he does not believe the etymology of the name Tethys to be 
right. Here intimate acquaintance with Plato's idiom has made 
Vicaire slip: he knows that Plato uses the word )eO/-l1jJÓç practically 
always with an ironical connotation ("nie ohne deutliche Ironie", 
according to E. Norden, Die antike Kunstprosa, 3 1915, p. 69, n. 1). 
In the present passage, however, Plato makes Hermogenes use it 
without such a connotation. Hermogenes remains in character: he 
has grown more and more enthusiastic ab out Socrates' etymologies 
(396 d 1-2, 397 a 2-3, c 3, d 8, 398 c 5-6, 400 b 4-5, 401 b 5-6), 
and he is much pleased by this "refined" specimen. 

Socrates' rejoinder Tt tJ' ou /-lÉ).).Et; is a formula of assent. The 
assent could have been given to the criticism or doubt which 
Socrates might have feIt in Hermogenes' words; then, however, 
at least a few words would have foIlowed for justification or expla
nation of the etymology. ActuaIly Socrates reacts to Hermogenes' 
enthusiasm with a dry "of course" and without more ado passes 
on to the next item. 

3. Sophist 225 d. There is now, I think, sufficient agreement 
upon the point that with the word àtJOÄ.EO'Xt)eOV (d 10) the true 
dialectician is meant, not the "Megarian" semi-eristic. Proclus 
says so, too; and Proclus may have had some difficulty in 
recognizing a member of the "divine" tribe in such an undignified 
disguise. The use of the term points, in my opinion, to self-irony 
(cp. Spel bij Plato, pp. 331 ff.; I was glad to find the same 
interpretation in the note to De Win's translation). It may especiaIly 
be pointed out that the words nEet tJi TiJV U~tv TOïç no).).oiç ou 
/-lEf)' ijtJovfjç à)eOVÓ/-lEVOV have a tinge of the same self-irony. Plato 
who knew the secret of 1JlVxaywyta by means of the word as few 
authors have known, knew also how unattractive severe philosophical 
style might be for the common hearer or reader. Perhaps he would 
not have needed to draw the moral from Aristoxenus' famous, 
too famous, report on his "popular" lecture. 

4. Sophist 243 b. In Symbolae Osloenses VI (1928) G. Rudberg 
published a paper on Plato's portrayal of characters. It showed 
a novel and fruitful approach to the question. The author asked 
how Plato saw and portrayed young, middle-aged and old people, 
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MISOELLANEOUS NOTES ON PLATO 7 

when he himself was a young, a middle-aged and an old man. 
In the Eleatic Stranger's words öre ,û:v 1}v veó)"ueoç, -roV-ró -re -ra 

vVv èmoeoVp,êVOV onóre Ttç e'tnot, -ra p,~ öv, àxet{3wç 1fJp,'YJ1' avvthat
vVv {)è Oe% lv' èap,èv av-rov niet -rijç èmoe{aç (Sopk. 243 b 7-10) 
Rudberg heard Plato's "Seufzer über die verlorene logische 
Beweglichkeit und Euphorie" (l.l., p. 29). This is wrong for two 
reasons. In the fust place the "biographical fallacy" has not been 
avoided. This was perhaps only to be expected: Rudberg was 
strongly influenced by Wilamowitz, and in the work of this very 
great scholar the biographical fallacy occurs time and again 
(cp. Lampas IV, 1971, pp. 226, 232). In the second place, the import 
of the passage has not been grasped: there is nothing of a sigh 
in it, no nostalgic looking back, but a rather superior smile at 
uncritical speculations. It is in the same key as Èv"óÄwç (242 c 4) 
and p,ffDóv Ttva (242 c 8). 

5. PoliticU8 285 c. In -r~v neet yeáp,p,a-ra avvova{a'P -rwv p,avf}a
vóv-rw'P (c 8-9) Lewis Campbell (in his note on the passage) thought 
that avvova{a was "used in something of atechnical sense" . 
Disagreeing with Campbell on points of Greek idiom is a risky 
enterprise; yet I think that his assumption was not necessary 
(indeed he formulated it cautiously enough: "something of"). 

The topic of teaching in an elementary school had been introduced 
at 277 e 3. At 285 c 8 the Stranger touches again on it. The use 
of the word avvova{av has been called forth by the occurrence 
of {)ta-ret{3ijç in the preceding paragraph (c 6): perhaps a desire 
of variatio is sufficient to explain its occurrence. Anyhow, the 
"primary" meaning of the word will do, as it will in all its occurrences 
in Greek of the fifth and fourth centuries B.C.; the rendering 
"conversation" fairly weIl covers all of them: simply "being 
together" may be meant, but the element of discussion which may 
be present can be taken account of by it. 

Now in late Antiquity Simplicius and Philoponus speak about 
Plato's neet -ràya#ov avvova{a, meaning thereby his famous "public" 
lecture or lectures on the Good. Probably for them the word has 
an entirely technical sense, meaning "discussion" ; this is the more 
probable as they use ai ayempOt avvova{at as equivalent to ol 
ayempOt ÄÓYOt. 

The passages in Simplicius and Philoponus are referred to by 
H. J. Krämer (Arete bei Platon und Aristoteles, 1959, p. 407 with 
notes 50, 51; p. 462, n. 162; Idee und Zakl, 1968, p. lI8, n. 43) 
in order to prove that in Plato the word avvova{a is used for denoting 
a "Lehrgespräch" (and that the lecture or lectures-Krämer's 
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8 lIIISOELLANEOUS NOTES ON PLATO 

choice-on the Good consisted of a series of such "Lehrgespräche"). 
In the seventh Platonic Letter (which, as might be expected, 

he regards as undoubtedly genuine) Krämer finds the wanted 
meaning at 345 albe TijÇ f-l{aç (JtY/lova{aç. Here "meeting" or 
"conversation" , to wit between Plato and Dionysius, would, in 
my opinion, be a fairly adequate rendering, though Krämer might 
adduce 340 bIas a support of his interpretation. But it is difficult 
to find this support in 327 d 1, also referred to by Krämer, as 
he does to 341 c 6-7 be 3to'uijç avvova{aç ytYVOf-lÉ1l1]ç 3tEf!t Tà 
3tf!ii.Yf-la am6. These words are to be found in the passage which 
is the locus classicus for those who find a "mysticaI" side to Plato, 
or even a mystical core in him. Whatever may be the vaIidity 
of this tenet (it is, in my opinion, not vaIid, at least not as it is 
usually held), its adherents are right to point to the passage in 
question: (JtYJIova{a (coupled with avCijv!) there is certainly not a 
"Lehrgespräch" but a "commerce répété" (Robin's translation). 

From the authentic works Krämer quotes Laws 968 c 6 lJwaX'" 
f-leTà aV1!ova{aç 3to'uijç. Here the element of discussion is certainly 
present and even predominant; but there is no need to find 
a "Lehrgespräch" denoted. Further 652 a 3-4 TijÇ èv oivcp 
(JtYJIooo{aç( I), and 950 e 7 èv Lef!aiç TE "at elf!1]vt"aiç C1Vvova{atç, 
where certainly no discussions can be meant. Other passages referred 
to by Krämer are Laches 201 c 2-3, where T",V aV1!ova{av lJuLÀvawf-le1l 
rather points to "meeting" or "conversation" than to "discussion", 
let alone to "Lehrgespräch". Even Protag . 338 c 6-7, Zv' ..• (JtYJIova{a 
TE "at lJulÄoyOt ~f-liv yÉ1lwnat, is only apparently a support of 
Krämer's interpretation. The references to Sympos. 172 a 6, b 7, 
173 a 4, b 3 are, of course, entirely otiose. 

6. Parmenides 141 e. EÏ1] yàe uv 1]lJ1] ÓV "at oVa{aç f-lETÉxov (e 11) 
presents a clear instance of 1]lJ1] used in a "logicaI" sense. The 
usage is not unknown: it is Iisted in several dictionaries (Liddell
Scott-Jones I 4; Bailly-Séchan-Chantraine III 4; Montijn-Rogge 3 a; 
Bauer c 2) and indexes (Bonitz's Aristotle 314 a 10 ff.; Powell's 
Herodotus lIl) and discussed in Kühner-Gerth's grammar (Il, 
pp. 122 f.). Yet time and again commentators and translators 
seem to forget it, and it is necessary to point it out, cp. 
W. J. Verdenius, Mnemosyne 1962, p. 345 (on Euripides, Bacch. 359), 
G. J. de Vries, ibid. 1965, p. 245 (on DeSulJlim. XV 1), A. M. Wolters, 
Plotinus On Eros!, 1972, pp. 44 f. (on Plotinus III 5, 3, 28). Wolters 

1 Typescript of the Philos. Inst., Free University, Amsterda.m. A book 
edition is forthcoming. 
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MISCELLANEOUS NOTES ON PLATO 9 

disagrees with Verdenius' statement that the cases where the 
usual meanings of flt51J fail are special aspects of the idea "matters 
have gone so far as"; still, if it is perhaps slightly too sweeping, 
this covers most ofthe cases. The turn occurs in Shorey's (adequate) 
rendering of Rep. 398 c 4, de' oVv ou niiç ijt51J uv ev(!Ot, "having 
gone thus far, could not anybody discover ... "; this is certainly 
preferabIe to Chambry's "immédiatement", Robin's "dès à présent" 
and De Win's "van nu af reeds". Cp. further Phaedr. 241 a I, 
Protag. 316 c 2, Garg. 486 e 6, Rep. 516 b 9, 532 a 1. 

7. Philebus 53 c d. The anti-hedonist argument is reported 
that pleasure is always a becoming and serves for the sake of 
something else which results from the becoming, and so depends 
for its worth from it. In assessing the degree to which Plato is 
willing to endorse this argument, special attention should be paid 
to two expressions. The argument is ascribed to xOP"P0i ... l'tveç (c 6), 
and in Plato xOP"P6ç has practically always an ironical tinge 
(cp. above, n. 2). And the privileged term is called Cfepv6-ca-rov (d 6); 
again a word which Plato very seldom uses without very clear 
ironical connotation (cp. below, n. 15). These may serve as 
indications that Plato wants to mark his distance from the 
argument in question. The words olç &ï Xá(!tV lXet'JI (c 7) serve 
the same end. 

8. Philebus 62 b. G. Vlastos' paper, A Metaphysical Paradox, 
originally published in Proc. and Addresses of the Amer. Philos. 
Assoc. 39 (1966), pp. 5 tI., is now more easily accessible in the 
author's Platonic Studies (1973, pp. 43 tI.). One need not to agree 
with it on all its points to find it lucid, stimulating and helpful. 
Towards its end (p. 56 in the book edition) Vlastos discusses what 
he regards as flaws in Plato's metaphysical theories. On ce more, 
no full agreement is needed in order to learn from Vlastos' 
argument. He thinks that Plato might have "understood his own 
theory better" and so "have saved his readers some unprofitable 
misinterpretations and spared himself some quite gratuitous errors. 
For instance, he could have shown us that his Forms are not 
meant to be more real in every possible way. Thus, would he not 
have been the fust to agree that, if what we want is a good night's 
sleep, the ordinary, bedroom variety is considerably more rea!?" 

In my opinion, a highly important problem is here formulated 
in a not entirely satisfactory way; this, however, I will not discuss. 
As to the last question (with its allusion to the bed in Rep. X), 
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10 MISOELLANEOUS NOTES ON PLATO 

some kind of answer to it is perhaps provided in Philebus 62 b 8-9 
with its dry rem ark that into the good life also the "impure" 
are to be included, "if we are going to find the way home when 
we want it" (Hackforth's translation). 

Some lines by Hackforth (Plato's Examination ol Pleasure, 1945, 
pp. 127 f.) may be added: "It would be foolish to suppose that 
Plato is now for the fust time struck by the thought that you 
cannot buiId a home by the light of pure mathematics and nothing 
else. If he had not pointed this out before, it was because he had 
no occasion to do so: to emphasize the nature of, and the need 
for, exact science seemed more important. But now, when it is a 
question what kinds of cognition, if any, are to be excluded from 
the good life, the occasion obviously arises". 

9. Symposium 180 b, 191 cd. A survey ofwhat has been written 
about Aristophanes' speech in the Symposium, either as comment 
or as elaboration, would provide instructive reading matter, both 
amusing and depressing. Recently M. Landmann, in Ursprungsbild 
und Schöplertat (1966), pp. 38 ff., has discussed parts of the speech. 
His comment on 191 c 8-d 3 runs : "Das könnte metaphorisch 
heiszen : ursprünglich waren Seele und Idee eins, wegen eines 
Frevels (das alte orphische Motiv) wurden die Seelen vom Lichtreich 
der Idee abgeschnitten (es ist derselbe "Schnitt", den wir sonst 
bei Platon als den zwischen Idee und Wirklichkeit kennen), und 
nun gilt ihr ganzes Streben der Rückkehr zur alten Ganzheit, der 
Wiedervereinigung mit der Idee (ein Psychoanalytiker würde 
sagen : mit der Mutter). Im Aristophanischen Sündenfallmythos 
verriete sich demnach, was sonst im "Symposion" unausgesprochen 
bleibt, was jedoch Platons gefühlter Tendenz entsprach, die sich 
blosz im grellen Licht der Argumente nicht mehr vorwagen durf te. 
Eros beruht auf einer Scheidung, und sein tiefstes Streben gilt 
weder dem Anblick der Idee noch der Unsterblichkeit der Seele : 
dies beides sind nur Symbole, ja nur Vorstufen für das (scheiternde) 
Streben, in dem Seele in Idee zurückmunden will". 

It is rather depressing to see such a paragraph published by 
a scholar who has done serious work (on Plato, too). Nearly 
everything in it is mistaken ; nearly every word in it could, and 
perhaps should be criticized. Only the very worst traits will be 
pointed out: a) the failure to understand the intermediate position 
of the soul; b) the un- Platonic opposition between idea and 
"reality"; c) the cheap "depth-psychology" (the "gefühlte Tendenz" 
recalls Howald at his worst; the reader might at least have been 
spared the psychoanalytic quip about the mother) ; d) the lack 
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N.USCELLANEOUS NOTES ON PLATO II 

of clarity (contemplation of the idea and immortality-or longing 
for immortality?-are both and at the same time symbols of an 
effort and preparation for it). 

Landmann continues: "Ist wohl Platon in der Einsicht, dasz 
ihr diese Rückkehr und diese Verschmelzung ewig versagt bleiben, 
einmalig der das Griechentum sprengende Gedanke aufgestiegen, 
dasz darin nicht nur eine Zurücksetzung liegen könnte, sondem 
dasz die Seele vielleicht gerade als bedürftige and strebende, als 
nicht schöne und gute, vor der strahlenden, autarken und ruhenden 
Idee etwas voraus haben soUte, dasz also die Seele, wiewohl sich 
nach der Idee sehnend, im Grunde doch über ihr steht? Deutet 
darauf der in der Rede des Phaidros aufblitzende Satz, der Liebende 
sei göttlicher als der Geliebte (180 b?"). 

Now several of Plato's thoughts are far from being "typicaUy 
Greek", and of some of them it may be said that they "das 
Griechentum sprengen"; but giving aspiration pride of place above 
its goal, just because it does not attain its goal, is quite definitely 
not Platonic ; it is rather full-blown romanticism. 

Before referring to 180 b, Landmann should have remembered 
a trenchant saying by one of the foremost Platonic scholars of 
our century, Auguste Diès, to wit: "Tout est dieu ou divin chez 
ce trop divin Platon" (Autour de Platon, 1927, p. 555). The lover 
is said to be "more divine" than the beloved; this statement is 
immediately explained: "for he is inspired". Here, as in Ion and 
Meno, this is a left-handed compliment-it is a long time before 
flav{a in Phaedrus undergoes its philosophical "transposition" (the 
felicitous concept which we owe to Diès, o.l., pp. 400 ff.). The 
compliment is rightly gauged by J. van Camp et P. Canart, Le sens 
du mot eEIOI chez Platon (1956), p. 73 : "Précisément en raison 
de cette inspiration irrésistible, son acte devient moins méritoire 
que celui de l'aimé". Of course, the speaker, Phaedrus, is not 
supposed to think so; but Plato would have supposed his readers 
to understand that he himself did. 

A rem ark may be added on the fust five speeches in Symposium. 
They are sometimes regarded as having no merit in themselves 
and serving only to make stand out more clearly what Diotima 
and Socrates have to say. This, however, would have been a grave 
artistic mistake : the dialogue would have been built without any 
sense of proportion. ActuaUy, each of the speeches contributes 
something to the clarification of the subject, even the ones by 
Phaedrus and Agathon. 

10. Symposium 194 a-d. At the beginning of his party Agathon 
appears as the perfect host. He is fully master of what might 
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12 MISCELLANEOUS NOTES ON PLATO 

have developed into a rather awkward situation when putting 
the unexpected guest, Aristodemus, at his ease (174 e). Probably 
the reader is meant to feel that, in the orders given to the servants, 
hls acting the genial host is slightly overdone (175 b). His words 
of welcome to Socrates are rather gushing, and it is significant 
that Socrates' answer, though very complimentary, contains some 
bubble-pricking too; Agathon's reaction (175 e 7) shows that he 
has feIt it. 

Agathon is piqued by Socrates' remark. Thls should be 
remembered in order to understand 194 aril. G. Krüger, Einsicht 
und Leidenschaft (21948), pp. 131 f., thinks that there Agathon 
has lost hls confidence : "Agathon ... wird unsicher, sobald sein 
Können und Ansehen ins Spiel kommt. Er ist ein empfindlicher, 
reHektierter Mensch". The last senten ce is right; but I do not 
thlnk that Agathon shows a lack of confidence. He is vainglorious; 
thls makes him touchy when hls art or hls reputation is at stake. 
From Socrates' words in 194 a 1-4 he only picks up the turn 
whlch he can explain as expressing the company's expectation of 
his, Agathon's, success; to Socrates' feelings he pays no attention. 
In noÄÄ.w." àcpeó",wv (b 8) one hears the "lofty contempt for the 
bourgeois of the pit and the gallery .. . quite in keeping with A.'s 
position as the artistic aristocrat" (Bury ad locum). Certainly the 
dÄirot lflCPeoveç are distinguished from these, but when Socrates 
points out that, af ter all, the present company were part of the 
noÄÄ.ot at the performance of the previous day, Agathon leaves 
it at that: apparently the distinction is not too important. Now 
self-assertion may serve to cover diffidence; so the psychologists 
teIl us. But I do not think there is any lack of confidence to be 
feIt in Agathon's speech in which the fust and almost the last 
word is èyw (194 e 4, 197 e 6). 

ll. Phaedrus 237 c. D. Mannsperger's Physis bei Platon (1969) 
is a valuable contribution to Platonic scholarship. Pointing out 
an error in it means no detracting from its merits. 

The author holds (p. 168) that "Physis bezeichnet ... einen 
Sachverhalt als Gegenstand der Erforschung, des Verstehens, otiata 
als Gegenstand der Definition, der Festlegung". This statement, 
in my opinion, is open to objections, at least in such a general 
form as the author has given it. But at present I wiIl not enter 
upon it; I will rather look at the passage which immediately 
foIlows it and serves as an illustration for it. According to 
Mannsperger, Phaedrus 237 c treats of the "Verhältnis der Rhetorik 
zu ihrem Gegenstand". In 'f(Jijç bi noÄÄ.ovç UÎ.rr{}ev on aU" taaat 
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MISCELLANEOUS NOTES ON PLATO 13 

-r~v OVO'LaV b,ácrcov. Wç oVv elMr:eç ov éJW/-WÄoY0Vv-rat tv àexfi Tijç 
a'XÉ"fJeWç, 7reoeMMvr:eç éJè -rO el'Xoç ànoéJtéJóaaw he finds technical 
terminology used: "OvaLa steht hier in der Beziehung zum Wissen, 
zur festen Verfügbarkeit, die zur Aussage, ànóéJOO'Lç, hindrängt, 
aber der a'XÉ'rptç keinen Raum mehr läszt" (as a contrast he quotes 
270 c 10: there, it is said, éJwvoûaf}at takes the place of elM/lat, 
and "die Physisvorstellung bringt Beweglichkeit, Bereitschaft zum 
Suchen mit sich"). 

Now there is certainly some theorizing in the passage just 
quoted, but it is rather elementary, far below the sophisticated 
and technicallevel which Mannsperger's interpretation presupposes. 
Especially the use of the terms "Aussage, ànóéJOO'Lç" is misleading. 
Neither the verb ànoéJtéJÓVat nor the substantive ànóéJOatç are found 
in Plato with the logicalor grammatical uses which they can have 
in Aristotie. Moreover, even if they were used by Plato in these 
senses, the combination -ro el'Xoç ànoéJtéJóvat can in no way have them. 

In Ast's lexicon one finds s.v. ànoéJléJWf-tt the entry "pendo, h.e. 
patior, experior", with reference to the present passage and to 
Theaet. 175 d. This is a translator's recipe, and not a very good 
one at that, because the force of ànó is not brought out. There 
is no need to introduce penal terminology, as in Fernandez Gil's 
"reciben el natural castigo" (comparable are the translations by 
Ritter, Salin-Bollack, Rufener, De Win, Hackforth and Robin) ; 
a rendering like the one by Helmbold-Rabinowitz, "the result is 
what one might expect" (similarly Vollgraff and L. Cooper), is 
fully satisfactory. 

12. Phaedrus 250 d. The position of beauty is privileged, it 
is not unique. M. Fuhrmann, Einluhrung in die antike Dichtungs
theorie, 1973, p. 77 , asserts that "nicht allen Erscheinungsformen 
kommt es nach Platon zu, zwischen der Realität und den Ideen, 
zwischen Sinnlichem und Geistigem zu vermitteln; diese Funktion, 
heiszt es im Phaidros, sei ein Privileg des Schönen, und das Schöne 
allein ermögliche den Aufstieg der Seele von den veränderlichen 
Erscheinungen zu den unveränderlichen Wesenheiten" 1. The 
terminology which the author uses is sufficient to make his readers 
shy: an opposition between "reality" and the ideas in definitely 
not Platonic. Ris statement is immediately refuted by what is 
said some few lines before (250 b 3) about ó/-wtwf-ta-ra, and it runs 
counter to everything that Plato said about "imitation" of the 

1 In his next sentence he contends that art has no part in beauty's 
evoking power; it can only show deficiency. This statement is ba.sed 
exc1usively on Rep. X (Fuhrmann's only reference). 
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ideas or "participation" in them and the function of the p,e-ra~. 
G. Krüger does understand Plato's thought; but he, too, fails 

to grasp the import of the present passage, as is shown by his 
translation (Einsicht und Leidenschaft 21948, p. 229) of d 5-6: 
" ... wenn etwas dieser Art ein helles Abbild seiner selbst auf dem 
Wege über das Gesicht darbieten würde ... " (apparently Tt -rowiiTov 
is taken as subject!). 

Right understanding of the passage is not helped, rather it is 
obstructed by assuming and sometimes marking a parenthesis, 
beginning at bewoVç in d 4. If it is assumed, it should by all means 
be made to end with È(!acrrá, not with lóv in d 6. 

Actually it is said in the passage that btuawaVvr], aWqJ(!oaVv'l} uat 
Qaa älla -clp,ta vroxaiç (b 1-2, = .Wa Qaa È(!aa.á, d 6) do evoke 
l(!w-reç. Only their óp,ouhp,am do not possess the qJéyyoç which the 
óp,ouhp,am of beauty show (b 2-3 N dl). If qJ(!óVYjatç could be 
clearly seen, it would evoke bewovç l(!wmç. So would -rà,Ua Qaa 
È(!acrrá. But as it is (vVV bi), beauty is privileged.1 

How easily the (more or less correctly marked) parenthesis can 
cause misunderstanding of the passage is shown by the mistake 
made in the translation by Hackforth (certainly a perceptive and 
a careful translator!). He couples qJ(!óv'l}atÇ ovx ó(!ámt with uai -rWa 
{faa È(!acrrá, and translates "nor yet any other of these beloved 
objects" (which would require ovM, not uat, in the Greek text). 
The same mistake is to be found in the translations by Buchwald 
and Salin-Bollack. Several existing translations of the passage are 
not sufficiently clear; of those which I have checked, the renderings 
by Ritter, L. Cooper and Helmbold-Rabinowitz are correct. 

13. Phaedrus 257 c. In their interesting and stimulating paper 
on "The Middle Speech in Plato's Phaedrus" in Journ. Bist. 
Philos. IX (1971), pp. 405 ff., M. Brown and J. Coulter state that 
in their argument "the terms sophist and rhetor have been used 
more or less interchangeably" (p. 414, n. 16). They argue that 
this is justified by Plato's statements in Gorgias 465 c and 520 a; 
then they add: "Much the same lack of concern about the two 
terms is in evidence at Phaedrus 257 C-D, where logographer and 
sophist are clearly the same". In fact, however, the concept of 
sophistry does not enter into the discussion of Phaedrus 257 c 4 ff. ; 
politician and logographer are identified-in this process there is 
certainly no "lack of concern about the two terms". The discussion 

1 Nothing in this paragraph is new. Everything in it is to be found 
in commentaries published more than a hundred years ago and rightly 
still consulted. But apparently it must be repeated. Tofho ~è mi" WrvXÉç. 
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is on writing qua writing, and it serves as a preparation for the 
generalization which wiIl occur at 278 b c (cp. n. 17 below). 

14. Phaedrus 270 a. In his translation of the dialogue, with 
an introduction and notes, Platon, Phèdre (1972), P. Vicaire suggests 
(p. 143) that a translator should in his rendering attenuate the 
pejorative sense of the words à<5oÀeaxta and pe-rew(!oÀoyta in 270 a 1 
(in Platon critique littéraire, 1960, pp. 356 f., he argued in the same 
way; he is mistaken in claiming support from Hackforth, Plato's 
Phaedrus, 1952, p. 150). 

The suggestion is not so good; but Vicaire is right in thinking 
that the words in question have an unfavourable meaning in the 
passage referred to. This seems to have escaped the lexicographers. 
From ten dictionaries which I have checked, nine, for à<5oÀeaxta and 
cognate words, besides translations like "garrulity", "bavardage" , 
give a rendering like "keenness, subtlety", "subtilité ingénieuse" , 
to wit Passow (21841), Alexandre (201880), Pape-Sengebusch 
(31914), Montijn-Rogge (21927), Muller (31933), LiddeIl-Scott
Jones (91948; no entry in the supplement, 1968), Bailly-Séchan
Chantraine (161950), Bartelink (1958), MuIler-Thiel-Den Boer 
(111969). As of ten, Passow-Crönert (1912) is a pleasant exception. 

Now for the supposedly favourable meanings the lexicographers 
can, for classical Greek at least, only refer to Platonic passages, 
especiaIly to Phaedrus 270 a 1 (references to other authors or 
generalities like "Att." are erroneous). The presupposition of the 
listing is that Plato used in a favourable sense what clearly 
originated as a term of abuse. This has been offered several times 
as an explanation; recently by P. Steinmetz in the introduction 
to his comments on Theophrastus, Charact. III (1962). 

An interesting position is taken by D. Mannsperger, Physis bei 
Platon (1969), pp. 257 ff.; he thinks that Plato, by using rather 
high-flown language combined with therms of abuse in 269 e 4-
270 a 9, wished to make clear the distance between his own projected 
rhetoric and the Anaxagorean inspiration of Pericles' oratory. 

Mannsperger's interpretation is, in my opinion, untenable; but 
he has rightly gauged the import of terms like oooÀeaxta, 
pe-rew(!OÀoyta and their cognates. Wheresoever these terms occur 
in the works of Plato, to wit at Phaedo 70 c, Crat. 396 c, 401 b 
(404 cl, Theaet. 195 b c, Soph. 225 d (cp. above, n. 3), Polit. 299 b, 
Phaedr. 270 a, Rep. 489 c (Tim. 91 d hardly counts), they are 
terms of abuse, as they were used by the Athenian people. Plato 
either quotes the abusing words or takes them up. The latter 
possibility was clearly Been and pointed out by W. H. Thompson 
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in his note on 270 al: "The word à~oÄEaxta--endless chatter, 
garrulity-applied by the vulgar in contempt to philosophic ~t(ME~tÇ, 
is accepted by Plato and paraded with a kind of defiance . . . It 
is characteristic of the proud humility which formed so considerable 
an element in the Socratic EleWyela ... ". This is an excellent 
interpretation; I would only add that in the use of the terms in 
question a tinge of self-irony may be present (cp. above, n. 3, 
and Spel bij Plato, 1949, pp. 331 ff., 346 ff.). 

15. Phaedrus 275 d. Towards the end of the Phaedrus the 
discussion turns to the value ofwriting. Then the famous comparison 
of writing to painting occurs and it is said "ai. Y<le rà i"ElvTJç (to wit, 
!;wyeaq;taç) ë"yoya lO'TTJ"E ,.tiy wç !;wyra' iàv ~' àvÉerJ Tt, aEftYWç návv 
atyq. (275 d 5-6). 

Now P.-M. Schuhl, in Platon et l'art de son temps (21952), p. 49, 
n . 4, believes that "ces derniers mots évoquent Ie siIence religieux 
des mystiques". In my opinion, this was hardly a notion current 
with Greeks of the fourth century B.C. (cp. the material collected 
in O. Casel, De philosophorum graecorum silentio mystico, 1919). 
And Socrates' long siIence, described in Sympos. 220 c d, was 
neither religious nor mystical. 

In a little monograph, Die schweigenden Götter (1966) , which 
deserves more attention than it has earned, K.laus Schneider 
rightly contends that Plato's gods are not siIent. He argues (p. 42) 
that "da Platons Dialoge keine religiöse Schriften sind, kann gar 
nicht erst danach gefragt werden, ob die Stille eine der Bedingungen 
der Erkenntnis Gottes sei". Then he continues: "Das Schweigen 
wird an einer Stelle als ästhetische Kategorie erwähnt", referring 
to the passage quoted above. The shift is not warranted. 

Both authors have been led astray by the occurrence of the 
word aEftYWç. As I pointed out long ago (Mnemosyne 1944, pp. 151 ff.), 
aEftv6ç and cognate words are used by Plato practically always 
with an ironical connotation. 

16. Phaedrus 276 e. H. J. Krämer's summarizing of the passage 
(Arete bei Platon und Aristoteles, 1959, p. 25) is tendentious. With 
him Äaf3wv vmX-YJy neOcn1"ovaay (276 e 6) becomes "der dialektische 
Lehrer wählt unter den Adepten die Geeigneten aus". This, 
of course, in order to support his esoteristic interpretation. Now 
there are in the context some passages which might be thought 
to admit of such an interpretation; 275 e 2, for instance, or 276 a 7 
(might .. quite definitively no more than that, and taken into a 
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larger context the interpretation would prove to be wrong) But 
certainly not the present passage: Ä.aflf3ávEtv is never "to choose' 
or "to pick out". 

Hackforth, too, renders by "selects"-an inadvertence, I think, 
of a great scholar; certainly without the slightest esoteristic 
tendency. Other translations vary; not all of them are felicitous 
(Vollgraff's "geschikt bevonden" is definitely wrong). "Finds" 
(Helmbold-Rabinowitz; similarly De Win) is quite satisfactory. 

17. Phaedrus 278 c. In 257 c 9 ff. Socrates has argued that 
politicians are to be regarded as writers, though their avyyeáflfla-ra 
are called by another name. At fust Phaedrus is greatly astonished 
by this statement (257 e 7); but at last he is convinced. In the 
concluding pages of the dialogue Socrates returns to the subject. 
He lays down the main condition for good writing. Phaedrus is 
bid to deliver the message about it to "Lysias and all other 
composers of discourses" (meaning rhetorical compositions), to 
"Homer and all others who have written poetry" , and also to 
"Solon and all such as are authors of political compositions under 
the name of laws" (278 c, Hackforth's translation). 

Here a generalization appears which attains a high level of 
abstraction 1. Later, explicit, theory falls below it. Aristotle uses 
distinctions which led to the disjunction poetry-rhetoric. This was 
very popular with theoricians, and it is still influential. Yet many 
literary critics, both ancient and modern, have ignored it, taking 
their examples equally from poetry, history and oratory; but the 
literary relevance of legal texts remains outside their ken. It is 
only in quite recent times that one finds a generalization comparable 
to Plato's, to wit in the doctrine held by Jan Mukafovsky, the 
Czech theorician, that litterature is to be found where the way 
in which the linguistic medium is handled is part of the "message" . 

The passage is regarded (and rightly so) as highly important 
by the Tübingen scholars (Krämer has printed Phaedrus 278 b-e 
as a motto in front of his magnum opus). They are not interested 
in literary theory, but they use the passage as one of the most 
explicit testimonies in favour of their esoteristic interpretation 
and their assessment of the philosophical value of the dialogues. 
Here I win not discuss their (in my opinion, mistaken) interpretation, 
but only two passages in H. J. Krämer's work which touch upon 
literary criticism, or theory. 

1 One wonders why P . Vicaire in his highly valuable Platon critique 
littéraire (1960) has omitted to discuss it; neither 257 c nor 278 c are even 
80 much as mentioned. 
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According to Krämer (Idee undZahl, 1968, p. 122, n. 54, pp. 128 f.), 
in the sentence oaTtç lv noÄ-lTt"oiç Ä-ÓyOlÇ Vóp,ovç ovop,áCwvavyyeáp,p,a-ra 
lyempev a work like Plato's Republic is also meant: it is "eine 
staatstheoretische Programmschrift, die sich in die N achfolge der 
Phaleas, Hippodamos, Protagoras, Kritias, Thrasymachos, Antiphon 
und bestimmter Sokratiker steIlt". The words vóp,ovç ovop,áCwv, 
however, teIl against this statement. The development in 257 c ff. 
is recalled, and Socrates states once more definitely the subsumption 
of laws and decrees under literary composition. 

In Arete bei Platon und Aristoteles (1959), p. 23, n. 22, Krämer 
points out that Plato in the Phaedrus "sich ... offensichtlich als 
Schriltsteller in eine Reihe <steIlt) mit den Rednern, Dichtern und 
Gesetzgebern, von denen er sich als Philosoph distanziert" (here 
the tripartition of 278 c is rightly reported) He argues that when 
Phaedrus was published Plato had composed works of all the 
three types: oratory in the "Redeagon" in Rep. I (bk. II would 
have been a better choice), Gorgia.s, Menexenus, the fifth discourse 
in Symposium and the speeches in Phaedrus; poetry in the myths 
and in Symposium, taken as a whoie; "political discourses" in 
Republic. All this is rather strained (and as to Rep. wrong; cp. the 
preceding paragraph). Moreover, wh ere does a dialogue like 
Cratylus fit in? 

If Plato was interested in classifying his own writings, he may 
have regarded them as mimes, classifying them under poetry (for 
this one cannot refer to Laws 811 c d, where the point of view 
is not literary). Probably he would not have cared. Certainly not 
at the stage of the dialogue where the implicit general theory of 
literature is found. Plato is passionately interested in literary 
craftmanship; but at the end of the Phaedrus his main interest 
is centred on the philosophical basis of writing; as so of ten in 
Plato, the "theory" is offered in a passing hint. 

18. Charmides 155 a. Mter more than a century and a half 
G. Groen van Prinsterer's Prosopographia Platonica (1823) is still 
indispensable. In this book (p. 214) the author proposed to read in 
Charm. 155 a 1 not the transmitted iav-rip but lp,av-rip, because to say 
that Charmides regarded himself as poetical "nec Charmidis moribus 
erit, nec Critiae Charmidem laudantis consilio accomodatum". 
Leaving alone the fact that the emendation would yield indifferent 
Greek, one must reject it; regarding himself as poetical need not 
be out of character for Charmides (how many boys may have 
dreamt of becoming great artists?); to say so might be. Moreover, 
it is only Critias' assertion that Charmides thinks about himself 
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as being poetical. As to Groen van Prinsterer's second point, Critias 
certainly praises Charmides warmly, but some friendly teasing can 
easily be mixed with the praise. At least at this stage in the 
dialogue; not at 162 cd. 

19. Charmides 157 c d. Mrs. Rosamond Kent Sprague (Plato, 
Laches and Charmides, transl. with introd. and notes, 1973) 
translates c 9-d 1, à'Vayxaaih}aB-Cat xat -c~'V &á'Vota'V ... {JB),,-clw'V 
yB'VéafJat, by "he will be forced to improve his wits", adding in 
a note that "Critias has not quite understood Socrates". Apparently 
she takes &á'Vota in its inteIlectual meaning. But in the present 
context, as in numerous other passages in Plato, it has a moral 
import. This is made clear by the next sentence, especiaIly if one 
takes with Mrs. Sprague (and Croiset) f1éY-COt in the adversative 
sense (if it is taken as confirmative, as is done, for instance, by 
Robin and De Win, Critias is made to add something which is 
loosely connected and rather superfluous). Critias says in c 7-d 3: 
Charmides' headache wiIl prove to be a piece of good luck, if 
together with his head hls soul wiIl be improved. However, [this 
is hardly possible, because] Charmides is already a moral paragon. 
This squares with the stress on awrpeoa{nrYJ (d 3, 6) which clearly 
at the start of the discussion is taken in its moral sense 
(cp. 158 c 5 ff.). 

So why slander Critias? He has perfectly weIl understood Socrates. 

20. Laches 189 c. Old Lysimachus has started a discussion 
with Melesias, a man of equaIly ripe age. But at a given moment 
things become too difficult for them and they withdraw, begging 
Socrates to take their part in the discussion with Nicias and Laches. 
They will make their decision concerning the education of their 
sons depend from the outcome of this discussion. As an excuse 
for his withdrawal Lysimachus pleads his age: èyw f1& yàe xat 
èm)"aY{}á'Vof1at rj~1] -cà noUà ~tà -c~'V ~)"tx{a'V Jy" U'V &a'Vo1]-&w èeéa-&at 
xal av a U'V àxovaw· èà'V ~è f1B-Ca~V U).)"ot )"óyot yévw'V'"Cat, ou ná'VV 
f1éf1'V1]f1at. These are Burnet's text and punctuation. Schanz, 
however, has changed the transmitted èà'V ~é into Èá'V YB, putting 
a comma af ter àxovaw. Croiset and several translators (Robin and 
De Win, for instance) have accepted Schanz's emendation, taking 
a a'V àxovaw as the object to f1éf1'V1]f1at. 

Wilamowitz was not pleased by the emendation. He argues 
rightly that "das Vergessen van Frage und Antwort ein Glied ist" , 
and "dass er in einem Gespräche, wie es hier von mehreren geführt 
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wird, den Faden verliert, das zweite" (Platon 11, 21920, p. 368). 
He might have added the remark that with Schanz's reading flÉv 
and the fust "at are difficulttoexplain (cp.J. D. Moore, G. J. de Vries, 
J. B. Skemp, Mnemosyne 1969, pp. 225 fr.; 230 fr.; 1970, pp. 302 fr.). 

But then Wilamowitz overshoots his mark. He says: "Dies aber 
ist schwerer" (meaning, of course, that it is more difficult not to 
lose the thread of a complicated conversation : so much can be 
understood from his argument-hypomnematic style may require 
some special efrort, but it is far preferabie to prolixity). If this 
is more difficult, is Wilamowitz's argument, it cannot "durch ov návv 
flÉflVYJflat eingeschränkt werden, sondem fordert eine Steigerung : 
"at návv ov flÉflVYJflat". 

This, however, is amistake. The climax which Wilamowitz 
requires is to be found in the text as it has been transmitted: 
ov návv occurs fairly of ten as a litotes-it is incredible that the 
usage should have been unknown to the great scholar Wilamowitz 
(cp. Kühner-Gerth, Griech. Gramm. 11, 31904, p. 180; H. Theslefr, 
Studies on I ntensification in Early and Classical Greek, 1954, p. 80; 
J . RiddeU, Digest of Platonic Idioms, 1867, § 139; Jebb on Soph., 
Oed. Col. 144; Wyse on Isaeus IV 12,4). 

21. Lysis 210 c. G. Vlastos, Platonic Studies (1973), p. 7, n. 17, 
rightly points out that in the rendering of c 5-8 de' oVv 'l'qJ cpO.ot 
Èa6w:&a "at nç ijfläç cptÄ~aét lv 't'ov't'Otç, lv olç uv 6JflE1l àvwcpeÄeiç, •.• 
vVv l1ea ovtJè aè ó na'l'-YJe oVCJe illoç á).Äov ovtJÉva cptÄe 'i, "af}' öaov 
uv n ó.xe1JaTOç, additions like Jowett's and Robin's to their 
translations of àvwcpeÄe'iç and aX(l1JaToç, to wit "useless to them" 
("to him"), "ne lui sert à rien", spoil the argument by making 
what Socrates caUs love coincide with what in Aristotle's 
Nicomachean Ethics is described as utility-love. 

It is remarkable that A. W. Begemann in his very careful analysis 
of the dialogue (cp. below, n. 24) has not pressed the point. But 
he would have protested against Vlastos' term "love" in "what 
Socrates caUs love"-one of his main points is that cptÀ{a should 
not be identified with love. 

Vlastos rightly praises Croiset's rendering of the passage in 
question for its correctness. The translation by Xaveer de Win 
shows in this passage, too, its usual accuracy. 

22. Lysis 215 e, 216 a. A. W. Begemann (cp. n. 24) rightly 
gauged the import of the passage 215 c 4-216 c I , but he failed 
to notice that the theorist who is quoted is caUed "Ofl1p6ç at 216 a 1. 
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By pointing to the ironical connotation which the word has in 
Plato's usage (cp. n. 2) he could have strengthened his argument. 

R. Stein, Megaloprepeia bei Platon (1965), pp. 46 f., is alive to 
the ironical tinge of f-lByaÄoneBnünBeOV at 215 e 1 where it is said 
about the same theorist that he ènB;fJet Tep Ä.6ycp f-lByaÄoneenéUTBeOV, 
but he confuses the evidence about xOf-ltp6ç, writing: "Dabei macht 
es wenig Unterschied aus, ob man sich wie Hippias fur weise hält 
oder, wie es hier geschieht, für einen feinen, scharfsinnigen Mann 
(x0f-ltp6ç)". In Stein's context "hier" bears on the passage in Lysis 
(216 al); there, however, the qualification is given by Socrates. 
As to Hipp. Mai. 288 d 4 (referred to by Stein in his note 127), 
there Socrates calls the fictitious interlocutor who has been 
introduced at 286 c 5 ou xOf-ltp6ç, àÄ.Ä.à aVerpBT6ç, o'Ilb& ä.Uo rpeOVTICwv 
~ TO àkrj'{}éç, mockingly adapting his terms to common standards. 

23. Lysis 218 a b. The relation between this passage and the 
corresponding passages in Sympos. 204 a and Phaedr. 278 d has 
of ten been discussed. A. W. Begemann, Plato's Lysis (cp. n. 24), 
p. 471, takes a peculiar position. He argues that the question 
whether a man can be called wise is answered positively, though 
with reservations, in Sympos., with scepticism in Lysis, and 
negatively in Phaedrus. In this way, he says, a completely 
satisfactory line in Plato's change of opinion ("een ten volle 
bevredigende lijn van oordeelswijziging") becomes apparent. He 
thinks that this line is parallel to the chronological order of the 
dialogues (the order Sympos.-Phaedr.-Lysis would also be possible, 
according to Begemann). 

Without entering into the question of relative chronology of the 
dialogues (I think that the dating of Lysis is the most vulnerable 
part in Begemann's book), one may consider the proposed 
interpretation of 218 a b. This is mainly based on the words EÏTB 
-{}wi dTB àv-{}ewnol elatv OVLOt (a 3-4): "the decision of a man who 
finally wants to leave the question open" ("de beslissing van iemand 
die tenslotte de kwestie onbeslist wenst te laten"; the author's 
italics). This, in my opinion, is confusing scepticism with conscience 
of the limitations of man's knowiedge. Actually the passage 
contains a summons to philosophizing, and is quite in tune with 
what is said in Apolog. 38 a: ó bi àVB;ÉLaUToç fJloç ou fJtwLOÇ àv-&ewncp. 
Better than by Begemann, the import of the passage has been 
gauged by J. Moreau, La construction de l'idéalisme platonicien 
(1939), p. 275: "L'avantage de ces lignes, c'est de nous fournir 
positivement une explication dont Ie Banquet ne nous donne que 
Ie négatif; au lieu de nous expliquer l'incuriosité des ignorants 
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par l'ignorance ou lis se trouvent, elle (the pronoun must refer 
to "ces lignes") nous montre dans la conscience de sa propre 
ignorance la condition de l'activité phiIosophique (ln ~yoVflevoL 
flij eUJévat ä flij iaaaLV J. Par là nous savons précisément en quoi 
consiste cet intermédiaire entre Ie savoir et l'ignorance; c' est 
l'ignorance qui se sait ... ". 

24. Lysis 219 b. By an accumulation of unfavourable coincidences 
A. W. Begemann's Plato's Lysis 1 never won the attention which 
this important book deserves. The present note has partly been 
composed in order to drawattention to it. 

On pp. 482-485 of his book Begemann argues convincingly 
against Hermann's suppletion in 219 b 3 Tà cpO.ov (TOV cp{)..ov) 
which is accepted by Croiset and Vicaire, and against Burnet's 
TOV cpO.ov ('wv cpO,ov), and shows that they are not only not needed, 
but that they even disturb the clarity of the argument. It is 
impossible to summarize Begemann's closely-knit argument; but 
as it mainly bears on logical relations, his technical Dutch is 
easy to follow. 

25. Lysis 219 c d. Aristarchus' method was "Ow/eov È~ 'Ofl~eOV 
aarprjvtCeLV. In strictness of method, applied in another department 
of Greek literature, he is equalled and almost surpassed by 
A. W. Begemann in Plato's Lysis (cp. n. 24). B. wishes to explain 
the dialogue without using data from other works by the same 
author (cp. especially p. 407). Much can be said in favour of this 
method; it is certainly commendable in the initial phase of an 
inquiry. But it can be applied in too rigorous a way; and this, 
in my opinion, is what Begemann does when treating of the 
neWTOV cpt'Aov in 219 d 1. 

Begemann, who explains the dialogue as an exercise in relational 
logic, is certainly consistent when rejecting all attempts to find 
a metaphysical (ontological, ethical) import in the neWTOV cpt'Aov 
(without knowing his work, G. Vlastos, Platonic Studies, 1973, 
pp. 35 ff., argues about it in exactly the same way as Begemann 
does). Undoubtedly in the argument of the Lysis the neWTOV cpt'Aov 

1 A doctoral thesis of the Free University, Amsterdam, 1960; printed 
and put on sale by Buijten and Schipperheijn, Amsterdam. K. J. Popma 
wrote some scholarly pages on it in Lucerna 11, 1960, pp. 560-567; this 
periodical, however, which is published in Dutch has only a very restricted 
circulation. When I learnt that no copies for review had been distributed 
at all, 1 published a belated review-announcement in Mnemosyne (1966, 
pp_ 420 f.)_ 
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functions as the terminus of a logical chain, and Begemann is 
entirely right in rejecting an identification of this logical development 
with the bravafJa{}f-lóç which in Symposium leads up to the vision 
of the "aMv. 

But it is possible to hear overtones in the passage in which 
the new-rov cp{),ov is introduced; overtones which, I think, were 
meant to be heard and which serve as reminders of ontological 
and axiological possibilities. There is in the fust place the use of 
the term ewwÄ.a (d 3). Several commentators have argued that 
its occurrence in this passage points to the presence of the "theory 
ofideas" in it. Now Begemann can easily refute such interpretations 
(simiIarly Vlastos) ; but he should have acknowledged the fact 
that an allusion can be heard, and, for once, his argument 
(o.l., pp. 340 fr.) is not entirely convincing when he belittles the 
importance of the occurrence of the word. Further one may hear 
overtones in newr:ov cpt;..ov: granted that in the argument cptÄ.ov is 
no more than a relational term, in newr:ov cptÄ.ov something more 
may be suggested (in the combination-not in newr:ov alone: the 
author of the Seventh Platonic Letter who knew his Plato very weIl 
made a slip when he made him speak about n -rwv neet cpVaewç 
lixewv "at necfnwv, 344 d 4-5). Finally there is the striking trait 
ànemûv lóvr:aç (c 5-6): a sudden vivid touch amidst the abstractions 
ofthe argument. Translators should take care not to lose it. Neither 
Croiset's "Mais ne sommes-nous pas entrainés dans une progression 
sans fin ... ?", nor Robin's "Mais, dans cette progression, ne 
sommes-nous pas forcés à lacher pied?" do justice to the turn. 
De Win has "Maar kunnen we zo blijven doorgaan? Moeten we 
daar niet noodgedwongen van afzien?", which has at least an 
echo of lóvr:aç but still is lacking in vividness. 

In Phaedo 99 d 4-5, ènel()~ ànele~"'YJ r:à avr:a a"onwv, translators 
meet with a comparable difficulty. Bluck's "faiIed" is not quite 
exact; Rufener's "es aufgegeben hatte" too bleak; Robin's 
"découragé" (both in the Budé and in the Pléiade translations) 
not fully satisfactory. By introducing the word "of", that highly 
perceptive interpreter and translator Hackforth failed in his 
rendering of the passage: he has "had wearied of my investigations". 
This may have led astray De Win who gives "er genoeg van gekregen 
had" (more or less equivalent to "was fed up with"--one of the 
few mistakes in his very reliable translation). The (of ten stilted) 
version by the poet P. C. Boutens is right: "moede geworden was 
van" ("had become tired by"). 

26. Lysis 220 c d. M. Landmann, Ursprungsbild und Schöpfertat 
(1966), p. 61, thinks that there is a contradiction between this 
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passage and Theaetetus 176 a, ovn MoUa-B-at rà "a"à bvvaróv. He 
mistakes the character of the argument in the Lysis passage. If 
anywhere in his interpretation of this dialogue, A. W. Begemann, 
Plato's Lysis (cp. n. 24), pp. 70 ff., 242 ff., is justified in regarding 
its argument as an exercise in relationallogic; cp. also J. Moreau, 
La construction de l'idéalisme platonicien (1939), p. 165, on the 
"appel à une expérience évidemment fictive". In Lysis 220 c d 
the argument is strictly logical, without any metaphysical import ; 
Theaet. 176 a contains a metaphysical statement. 

27. Lysis 223 b. A. W. Begemann, Plato's Lysis (1960), pp. 386, 
389, makes a cautious use ofG. Rudberg's approach (cp. above, n. 4). 
He shows that in the Lysis the erotical element is handled in a 
strikingly detached manner, and he argues that Socrates converses 
with Athenian youth in an at the same time paternal and playful 
way. All this is right; but Begemann should not have found an 
argument in the final passage where Socrates calls himself a yÉewv 
àv~e: "old" can be a relative concept, and "older" men of ten 
display some "inverse coquetry" when speaking about their age 
with younger people (cp. Mnemosyne 1955, p. 274, against aremark 
made by D. J. Allan on Crat. 429 d 7). 

Even if Socrates should really have to be seen as an old man 
in the Lysis, he would be so as a literary character, created by 
the author of the dialogue. Begemann is not entirely clear on this 
point, but his note 44 on p. 386 makes the reader suppose that 
he would not drawan argument for his dating of the dialogue 
from the way in which Socrates is represented in it. 

28. Protagoras 316 d. In K. Döring and W. Kullmann, (edd.), 
Studia Platonica (1974), p. 47, W. J. Verdenius argues that in 
316 d 2 rp{}óvoç (rpf}ÓVOl) does not mean "envy", but "criticism, 
censure, reproach" ("Tadel"). He quotes with assent Nestle's 
statement that "wissenschaftliche Beschäftigung wurde als nutzlos 
oder schädlich betrachtet". This, however, is not the point in 
question. The preceding passage (~ivov c 5-aV'Vova[av dl) shows 
that it is not the subject-matter of the sophists' teaching or the 
fact that they teach which evokes rp{}ÓVOl, but the personal success 
of their ability to attract young people. The sophist is, at least 
in Plato's view, the "agonistic" man par excellence. Therefore the 
idea that people will be envious of his success comes quite natural 
to him (for rpf}óvoç, cp. also n. 40 below). 
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29. Gorgias 484 b. In his lucid note on this passage Dodds 
convincingly refutes the arguments proffered by Wilamowitz 
(Platon lI, 21920, pp. 96 f.) for ascribing the famous misquotation 
in the fragment from Pindar to Plato himself. He then proceeds 
to say that he feels "no doubt that Plato quoted Pindar correctly", 
and he explains the supposed corruption in the mss. as a 
"spoonerism" , comparable to the one to be found in B at [Plato], 
Alcib. II 138 a 1. C. Pavese, Harv. St. Glass. Phil. 72, 1967, p. 55, 
n. 22, fully agrees with Dodds. 

Now A. E. Taylor (Plato, the Man and his Work,3 1926,p.1l7, n. 2) 
thought that Plato deliberately made a misquotation; the suggestion 
returns with W. Theiler (Mus. Helvet. 22, 1965, p. 69). Theiler 
speaks only about a "bedenkenlose halb-ironische Miszinter
pretation" , without venturing an explanation. Taylor thought that 
"the verses had been actually quoted in this form by the champions 
of qroatç against VÓflOÇ in the fifth century". Now this assertion, 
a corollary of Burnet's and Taylor's well-known historicist theories, 
is certainly fanciful. But Dodds' refutation of it is not entirely 
cogent. He argues that "the misquotation would have no dramatic 
value (and would pass unnoticed by most readers) unless Socrates 
proceeded to correct it". In my opinion, Taylor rightly held that 
the words .0 rite ~(ffla ov" bda't'aflat serve as a hint that the 
quotation is not correct. Dodds, however, thinks that the words 
"are surely no more than Plato's device for avoiding a long quotation 
which in a dialogue would lack verisimititude" (on this point, too, 
Pavese agrees with Dodds). But no reader of the Gorgias would 
probably have expected to find Pindar's poem quoted to its full 
extent; nor does one find, as far as I know, in a dialogue or in 
any other kind of literary work in Greek a speaker or character 
or writer excusing himself for only quoting part of a work. 
Moreover, Dodds' explanation does not account for the preceding 
words, o{5't'w 17,Wç, which bear on exactitude, not on length. 

Perhaps one may suppose, with Taylor, a deliberate misquotation, 
but attempt at a different explanation. In many societies one finds 
aristocrats disclaiming exact knowledge or purposely performing 
in a not quite exact way : possession of exact knowledge or perfect 
skill would put them on a par with professionals and so would 
make them banausic (cp. the amusing case of Pro S. Roscio A merino 
46 where Cicero, parading senatorial gravitas, pretends not exactly 
to know the name of some character in a comedy; in the next 
paragraph he forgets his pose and says that everybody knows the 
character in question). 

Greeks, too, knew the attitude; but careful distinctions are 
needed. The sentiment behind it is not to be found in Callicles' 
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words at 484 c 5 ff.; there one hears some kind of pedagogical 
concern. Nor can it be said to have inspired the passages whlch 
Newman refers to in his note on Aristotle, Polit. 1337 b 15. In 
Isocrates' many quips against too deep a plunge into phllosophy, 
mainly sprung from jealousy, it cannot be feIt. But one finds it 
in [Demosth.], Erot. 44, and in Plutarch, Vita Per. 1 (in a note 
to the latter passage in the Budé edition Flacelière and Chambry 
wrongly refer to Xenophon, Oecon. IV 2, as a parallel; in that 
passage the class sentiment is different). 

Perhaps Tim. 21 c should be compared. 80mebody caUs 8010n 
"aTà T~V nol'fJGtv nvv nOl'fJTwv návrwv ÈÎ..evfheuJnaTov. I thlnk that 
Taylor in his note on the passage is right in taking thls to mean 
that 8010n composed "like a free gentleman, to please hlmself", 
in contradistinction to professional poets who were obliged to 
gratify the tastes of their patrons. Proclus reports on the discussions 
which the word provoked in Antiquity, cp. his commentary on 
the Timaeus 29 b (I 93, 7 ff. Diehl) and Festugière's translation 
with notes of thls work I (1966), p . 129, n. 3. Taylor can refer 
to Origenes (the Platonist) for hls explanation-it is anyhow 
preferabie to a vagueness like Rivaud's translation (in the Budé 
edition), "Ie plus nobie" (similarly De Win and, one is sorry to 
have to state it, even Jan Prins in hls rightly famous translation 
of the dialogue). 

To the remark just quoted the very aristocratic Critias is made 
to reply that 8010n might have surpassed both Hesiod and Homer 
if a) he had taken hls poetry seriously, not treated it as apastime, 
b) the troubles which he found on hls return to Athens had not 
forced hlm to lay it aside. Perhaps Critias may be understood to 
compliment 8010n on his not having taken his poetry too seriously 
(cp. P. Vicaire, Platon critique littéraire, 1960, pp. 118 f.). 

Against the explanation of Gorg. 484 blO, suggested here, one 
can argue that in 484 e 4 ff. and 485 e 3 ff. Callicles is able to 
quote Euripides by heart and has details from the tragedy to 
which he refers at hand. I myself am not fuUy convinced that 
my suggestion is tenable; but I have not seen any better 
explanation proposed. 

30. Gorgias 494 e. In the introduction to hls edition Dodds 
argues convincingly (against Wilamowitz) that in the GorgiaB 
Càllicles appears as an aristocrat. One of hls arguments (p. 13, n. 2), 
however, is not valid: he thinks that Callicles' nobility is 
shown by the fact that 80crates addresses him by W y81l'Vaie 
(494 e 9). 
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If this were right, one would have to ask a) to wh at height 
ofnobility Callicles may have risen when Socrates uses JJ Yl3yyató-rau 
in addressing him (521 bi); b) why greatness is thrust upon 
Malvolio-Polus by Socrates' form of address JJ yl3vvail3 IléiJAI3 (473 d 3; 
the latter question would be especially intriguing as JJ yl3yvaÏ13 
with a proper name certainly would express more respect than 
JJ Yl3yyaÏ13 without one). 

JJ Yl3yyail3 is clearly a colloquial turn. A check of the forms of 
address used by Socrates is sufficient to prove this. Besides the 
formal JJ Ka).).{'X),l3tç Socrates uses JJ fJi),nau, JJ CJatf1ÓYtl3, JJ {}avf1áatl3, 
w ä.etau etc.; it is not very pro ba bIe that in this series w Yl3Yyail3 
should not be a colloquial form of address but should have to 
be ranged with w Ka),').{'X),/3tç. Now all the turns like w fJi),na-rl3, 
w CJatf1óYtl3, pertain to a trait of the addressed person's character 
or behaviour. Again it is not probable that w yl3vvail3 should be 
an exception and say something about descent. 

The distribution of the various forms of address in the dialogue 
shows some interesting points. 

Throughout their conversation Gorgias and Socrates remain 
courteous: they address one another with W Ecó'Xeauç, resp. 
w Foey{a. 

For all his coltishness, Polus behaves respectfully towards 
Socrates: without any exception he uses w Ecó'Xeauç. Socrates 
himself if far less polite. Certainly, at the first time when he 
addresses Polus, he uses w IléiJ),13 (448 e 2), and he uses it twenty-four 
more times (statistics are sometimes useful). But when the 
conversation with Polus starts, his first address is w 'Xá').').tau IléiJ),13 
(461 c 5): his reaction to Polus' outburst in b 3-d 4. And more 
is to follow: dJ fJi'). nau (461 el), w A0au Il. (467 b ll), w émie13 
(469 b 1, 473 al), (l) f1a'Xá(!tl3 (469 c 8, 471 e 2), w {}avf1áat13 (470 a 9, 
471 e 2), W rp{),13 (471 a 3, 479 d 7), W yl3VYaÏ13 Il. (473 d 3), w ä.etau 
(479 a 5). 

The conversation between Socrates and Callicles is, in this respect 
too, the most interesting. Callicles nearly always uses w Ecó'Xeauç. 
Even when he becomes somewhat rude. Ilo{wy tpa-r{wy; (490 d 10) 
was probably just admissible in civilized Athenian conversation ; 
O'IJ-roat àyne OV naval3-rat rp),vaeéiJY (489 b 7) was not. But it is followed 
by W Ecó'Xeauç. (/J),vael3Ïç l xwy (490 e 4) and ~CJvç Û (491 e 2) are 
coarse, but the courteous form of address is used directly afterwards 
(490 e 9, 491 e 4). Once Callicles permits himself a patronizing 
w rp{AI3 Ecó'Xea-rl3ç (486 a 4) . Twice he uses wya{}i (506 c 4, 507 a 4) 
-th at is when he is most deeply irritated by the turn the discussion 
has taken and rather would end it; but at 510 a 1 he returns 
to W Ecó'Xeauç. 
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Socrates uses tIJ KaXJ..tu).etç forty times. But in this conversation, 
too, he is far more ebullient than his partner. KaWuM:tç (489 a 5, 
without tIJ) is a "direct approach": Socrates wants to drive home 
his point. Then follow tIJ aoq)((n:au K. (489 c 8), tIJ {}atflÓvU; (489 d 1, 
517 b 2), wya{}é (490 d 7), tIJ fJiknau K. (491 b 5), tIJ lTaïee 
(491 d 4), tIJ fJikcune (494 c 4, 511 c 4, 515 d 9), tIJ yevva'ie (494 e 9), 
tIJ äeune (505 b, af ter a remarkable pause!), tIJ q;{).e K. (507 a 3), 
wyaDè K. (511 bI), tIJ fJi).nau àv{}ewv (515 a 1), tIJ yevvató'wu 
(521 bI). 

Then, however, the peroration starts. No more Socratic pranks; 
the colloquial forms of address cease to be used. tIJ Ka).).tu).etç is 
heard (524 a 8, d 4, 525 e 5, 526 a 4, c 3, d 3), almost as an 
incantation. So the dialogue runs to its rightly famous closing 
senten ce with its wonderful rhythm, Ëan yàe ov{}evoç äeLOÇ, tIJ 
Ka).).tu).elç (527 e 7). 

31. Hippias Maior 292 b. Miss Dorothy Tarrant was not too 
much amused by the pleasantries of the dialogue. It must be 
stated, however, that she failed to understand the very best of 
them. Her comment on 292 b 7-8, uat ÈflOt rotvvv {}oue'i, tIJ };cfJueauç, 
È'JlelCJr]'Jtee ye avroç 7:avra o 'tEL, is that Hippias "shows rather 
surprising meekness in thus agreeing with Socrates' judgment 
without further question". In fact, Hippias is very angry because 
Socrates has said that his anonymous acquaintance would rightly 
beat him for risking the answer suggested by Hippias ; he would 
deserve to be beaten, says Hippias, for holding that the beating 
would be deserved. 

ro{vvv is conclusive (cp. E. des Places, Et. sur quelques particules 
de liaison chez Platon, 1928, pp. 289 ff.); it bears in the fust place 
on &uatwç in b 6. This link should not be neglected as in A. Croiset's 
translation (in the Budé edition), "Je commence à Ie croire aussi". 
Rightly Robin, "dans ces conditions", De Win, "dan". 

32. Menexenus 245 e. One of Wilamowitz's most brilliant 
emendations was made in his passage. He proposed (Platon lI, 
21920, p. 135, n. 2) to read in 245 e 5-6 ànr;)')'áyr;flev rov 'JlOUflOV ovrwç 
àyanr;rwç' < àyanr;rwç {}'>ànr;).).ánovro uat Ot 'JlOUflLOl. This is better 
than Madvig' s oVrwç, < war'> àyanr;rwç ànr;)')'ánoVT:o which is accepted 
by Burnet, and far better than the transmitted ànr;)')'áyr;flev rov 
'JlOUflOV, ovrwç àyanr;rwç ànr;)')'ánovro which is kept by Méridier 
(in the Budé edition; when editing the dialogue in 1931, he should 
at least have mentioned Wilamowitz's suggestion). In the 
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transmitted text the asyndeton is difficult to explain (Wilamowitz 
asked himself whether it would not be sufficient to read Wt'Yj)J..áY'Yjfle1l 
'wij noAéflov oihwç àyan'Yjiwç' Wt'Yj)J..ánovio<oè) "al OL noï-éfltOt, in my 
opinion a less convincing and certainly a less elegant emendation 
of the passage) , 

Wilamowitz himself apparently did not realize how brilliant his 
idea was: in another passage of the work in which he published it 
(I, 21920, p. 267) he found in the dialogue "Zufriedenheit mit 
dem Zustande, den der Königsfriede garantierte" . This mistakes 
the import of the passage which, especially in its emended form, 
is fully loaded with the irony that is rife in the M enexenus: by 
the doubling of àyan'Yjiwç the author drily adds that the enemies 
could be content, too (and it should be kept in mind how of ten 
àyanàv suggests that one has to be content with a second best). 
The next sentence brings out the irony very clearly when fust is 
spoken about the brave soldiers who died in Corinth and then 
added that brave also were those who liberated (!) the Persian 
king. Far from being content with the situation created by the 
peace of Antalcidas, Plato would, for once, have agreed with 
Isocrates (cp. Paneg. 175-177). 

A better gauge than Wilamowitz's of the import of the passage 
is to be found, ex. gr., in M. Pohlenz, Aus Plato's Werdezeit (1913), 
p. 292; P. Friedländer, Platon Ir (21957), p. 210; E. R. Dodds, 
Plato, Gorgias (1959), p. 24, n. 2. A good assessment of the dialogue 
as a whole is given by R. B. Levinson, In Delenee ol Plato (1953), 
pp. 609 ff.; G. Vlastos, Platonic Studies (1973), pp. 188 ff. (=J. Mau 
and E. G. Schmidt, edd., Isonomia, 1964, pp. 21 ff.). 

33. Republic 328 c, In his paper on this passage (Rhein. Museum 
lll, 1968, pp. 93 f.) A. S. Henry is rightly not content with Adam's 
and Tucker's attempts to explain ovoé in ovoè {}afltCetç fJfliv 
"awfJatvwv as elliptical or colloquial (the latter explanation would, 
indeed, explain nothing at all). Rightly, too, he rejects the 
"corrections" proposed or accepted (ov ot, ov 01), OV n). The 
"emendation" which he himself proposes, however, is hardly an 
improvement. Referring to fleià ià oeinvov (328 a 7-8) he would 
read <ov Oetnveiç) ovoè {}afltCetç. Now one may ask whether owrveiv 
is thought to mean "dine to-night" -then how could Cephalus 
know Socrates' plans for the rest of the day1 Perhaps it could 
be meant as an invitation-then ovoè {}afltCetç would be senseless. 
Or has it to mean "use to dine" 1 Then ovoè {}afltCetç is superfluous. 

The "Fluch der bösen That" makes itself feIt in this case, too, 
for Henry is forced by his "emendation" to delete "aiafJatvwv. 
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He offers parablepsis as an explanation (-be from bemveïç); 
"a-cafJalvwv must be regarded as a gloss (?). 

Actual1y, the di:fficulty is entirely imaginary. In 328 c 6 ovbi 
means "not at all", cp. 329 a 8 oV?jè CWViêÇ, Euthyd. 302 c 1 ovóè 
'A'!91]va'ioç (with my note, Mnemosyne 1972, p. 53), Phaedrus 261 a4 
ovóè ;"avóç, 264 a 5 ovó' àn' àexijç (with my notes on these two 
passages and on 242 d 2 flrl>' l~ évóç), Theocr. VI 134 ove>' elóoç 
[xw "a"óv, and J. D. Denniston, The O7eek Partieles (21954), 
pp. 197, 583. 

34. Republic 414 b c. One look into old Stephanus would have 
been su:fficient to preserve us from the "nobie lie" -he describes 
clearly enough the idiomatic use of yevva'ioç. Yet "nobie lie" or 
similar turns occur still in recent translations (and, of course, in 
innumerable books, pamphlets and papers) Shorey, who certainly 
knew Greek idiom, has it. Chambry has "beau mensonge" . Robin 
presents his readers with "nobie fausseté". In Apelt one even 
finds "durchaus wohlgemeinte Lüge". 

One should compare 372 b fláCaç yevvalaç, 409 c yevvatóra7:oç . .. 
Ó rowvroç Ót"aar~ç, Theaet. 209 c návv yevvalwç lOt"ev la"orwflévep 
(where návv yevv. is best linked with la"or., not with [ot"ev), 
Polit. 274 e áflÛ(}r'Yjfla ... rfj flèv fJeaxvreeov, Tfj óè fláÀa yevva'iov 
"at noAÄ.cp fleïCov "at nMov ij róre (with Campbel1's note). Cp. also 
above n. 30. 

Without insisting on the fact that "leugen" and "Iie" are 
inadequate renderings (on this point Robin wins with "fausseté"), 
one may state that De Win's translation "fikse leugen" is accurate 
and award the prize to Jowett's revisers for "royal lie". 

35. Republic 501 b. In his paper, Le paradigme dans la théorie 
platonicienne de l'action (first published in Rev. Et. 07. 68, 1945, 
pp. 118 ff.; reprinted in Questions platoniciennes, 1970, pp. 79 ff.; 
my quotations are from the book edition, p. 83, n. 29), V. Goldschmidt 
offers a contribution to the explanation of this admittedly di:fficult 
passage. He argues that l"eïvo in b 3 cannot be "la copie humaine 
qu'ils en font" (to wit, of rà rpVaet (j{"awv "ai "a),àv "ai aWqJeov "ai 
návTa rà rOLavra, "comme on l'entend d'ordinaire"), because this 
"supposerait, pour Ie sens, un emploi zeugmatique de ànofJMnuv 
et d'ailleurs une banalité: il va de soi que l'ouvrier regarde son 
ouvrage". He takes l"eïvo to mean "chacune des vertus précédentes, 
non plus envisagées en soi, mais sous la forme particulière qui 
convient à chaque homme: par exemple Ie cordonnier et Ie guerrier 
seront justes tous les deux; mais chez chacun d'eux l'ol"ewneayla 
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revêt une forme particulière. Autrement dit, beûvo signifie encore 
une Forme, mais qui, à l'égard de telle vertu en soi, est comme 
l'espèce par rapport au genre; cf. III 402 c 2: 1'à -rijç aWqJeoaVvr]ç 
eilJ'Yj xal àvl5eetaç ".1'.A." (the author is, in my opinion, mistaken 
in finding the same idea expressed in Crat. 389 b). 

Goldschmidt may find himself supported by the scholiast who 
glosses è"ûvo by nl èv 1'fi cpVaeL. But I think that both the scholiast 
and Goldschmidt fail to take due account of i"a't'Éewae in b 1 
which supposes a greater divergence than is implied in their 
interpretation. The same objection could be made, though to 
alesser degree, to R. Margueritte's suggestion, reported by 
Goldschmidt, that è"eivo bears on 1'0 axijfLa 1'ijç nOAL1'etaç (a 9-10): 
the blueprint (vnoyeagnJ) can best be regarded as being half-way 
between 1'0 cpVaet 15{"aLOv and its (attempted) realisation in society. 

One should not with Wilamowitz (Platon I1, 21920, p. 382) 
understand 1'0 èv 1'olç àv1fewnoLç (if this reading is adopted) as 
"das irdische Material, das Menschenmaterial"; then Adam's 
remark (in his appendix V) would be valid: "The legislator who 
starts with a tabuia rasa needs not trouble about 1'0 èv 1'olç 
àvlfewnoLç l5{xaLOv". 

The words è"eivo ... èfL7tOLOlev can best be taken to bear on the 
(work on the) copy which the philosopher will try to effectuate. 
This is not brought out in a too concise translation like the revised 
Jowett's, "the human copy"; Shorey's "at that which they were 
trying to reproduce in mankind" is not quite clear ("that" can 
be taken in the scholiast's sense) ; De Win's translation, "de copie 
daarvan, die ze in de mensheid zouden willen verwezenlijken", 
is accurate. 

No disagreement is possible upon the point that ànof3Aénetv can 
be used for the attention which the workman or artist (in the 
present case it would be the philosophical reformer) has to pay 
to his work; the element of obligation, expressed by àn6, is 
accounted for. In his note on Gorgias 503 e 1 Dodds translates 
ànof3Unwv ne6ç TL by "keeping his eye on something", adding 
that this "something" "seems to be a mental image of the effects 
he wants to produce" (my italics ; if "model" is taken in the sense 
in which nowadays it is mostly used in scientific language, we 
would meet Margueritte's axijfLa). Now in Gorg. 503 e ànof3Unwv 
ne6ç TL is followed and illustrated by the words wanee "al ot illOL 
l5'YjfLLOveyol f3Unov-reç neoç 1'0 av1'wv ëeyov l"aG't'oç. In his note on 
this passage Dodds argues that ëeyov "can hardly (despite 
Rep. 501 b) be hls own product", and prefers to understand it 
as "the craftsman's task, the 't'ÉAoç he hopes to achieve, a picture 
of which exists as a naeá15eLYfLa in his mind" (similarly A. ReUwig, 
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Untersuchungen zur Theorie der Rhetorik bei Platon und Aristoteles, 
1973, p. 103; for Ë(]yov in this sense Dodds refers to Gorg. 517 c 
and Rep. 335 d). Without entering upon Dodds' explanation of 
Gorgias 503 e, I gladly pick out his parenthesis "despite Rep. 501 b". 

Would it really be a "banalité" to state that the workman, 
the philosophlcal reformer, would have to pay attention to his 
work 1 I do not think so. Plato knew how exacting the execution 
of a work as he had it in his mind would be; and his respect for 
craftmanship was very great. 

36. Republic 508 e. Among the passages in which Plato speaks 
about the idea of the good Rep. 508 e is a crucial one; at the same 
time it is one of the most difficult. Even the constitution of the 
text is not quite certain. Adam's appendix IX to hls commentary 
on bk. VI reports on the remedies which the nineteenth century 
thought fit to apply to supposed flaws; one of the strongest and 
most arbitrary was probably Ph. W. van Heusde's transposition 
(cp. Initia Philosophiae Platonicae, 2 1842, p. 338). Adam himself 
only introduced a minor change, reading ytyvwaxopb'YJv. Subsequent 
editors have rightly regarded the change as unnecessary: 
ytyvwaxopb'YJç can very weIl be understood as bearing on al-rtav. 

K. Vretska (Wiener Studien 71, 1958, pp. 48 f.) declared hlmself 
not satisfied by Adam's text and translation of the sentence, 
"and being the cause of Knowledge and Truth, I would have 
you conceive of it as apprehended, no doubt, by Knowiedge, 
but ... ". He regarded "no doubt" and "by knowiedge" as arbitrary 
additions (apparently failing to notice that the fust is a rendering 
of pb and that the second is implied in ytyvwaxofJ-brJv). Of the 
second, however, he approved for a different reason: he thought 
that it could serve as a rendering of btà vov which he regarded 
as the right reading: btavoov, generally accepted by modern editors, 
is, in hls opinion, superfluous and even disturbing because he 
thlnks that the entire sentence depends from q;álJt in e 3; he 
supposes a "concessive" construction wç ... fJ-èv •.. oV'rw bé whlch 
would be made unclear bythe reading btavooV. According to Vretska, 
the structure of the sentence is complicated by the fact that from 
oV'rw bé on there is a complete thought: lma-r~fJ-'YJ and <U.~-&eta 
are fair, but the idea of the good is fairer; then Plato added a 
second concessive construction : though the idea is grasped by 
understanding, which in itselfis a fine thing, yet ... Vretska argues 
that the concessive phrases have been telescoped, the result being 
in hls rendering : "Wenn du sie, die Ursache des Wissens und 
der Wahrheit, obgleich sie zwar durch den Verstand erst erkannt 
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wird, dennoch, obwohl diese beiden schön sind, für noch schöner 
hältst, hast du recht". This strained and arbitrary interpretation 
must be rejected; Vretska himself, in his heart of hearts, can hardly 
have been satisfied by it, as he says that perhaps af ter "aJ.Wv a 
second flév should be added. In fact there is only a syntactical 
shift, hardly important enough to be called an anacolouthon 
(Luise Reinhard rightly omitted to discuss the passage in Die 
Anakoluthe bei Platon, 1920). 

In L'Antiquité Classique 39, 1970, pp. 450 fr., E. de Strycker 
published an important contribution to Platonic studies, to wit 
the address on "L'idée du Bien dans la République de Platon" , 
given to the section for philological and philosophical interpretation 
of the international classical conference in Bonn, 1969. The author 
stresses the fact that the idea of the good can be an object of 
knowiedge, while at the same time it is transcendent. In the 
compass of his address De Strycker has not elaborated this point 
(of prime importance for philosophy, not only Plato's, and theology); 
but he has made sufficiently clear the position which he takes. 
I think that he will agree with this passage in A. E. Taylor's 
Plato, the Man and His Work (31929, pp. 287 f.): "That Socrates 
finds himself unable to speak of this form of good except negatively 
is inevitabie from the nature of the case. The same thing may 
be seen in any philosophy which does not simply deny or ignore 
the 'Absolute' or supreme source of reality. Because this source 
is ex hypothesi a souree of all reality, you are bound to insist that 
it transcends, and thus is wholly other than, every particular real 
thing : every predicate you affirm of it belongs properly to some 
of its efrects in contradistinction from others and can therefore 
only be asserted of the supreme source 'analogically' and with 
the warning that the analogy is imperfect and would mislead if 
pressed unduly. At the same time, because it is the source of all 
reality, every predicate which expresses a 'positive perfection' must, 
in its degree, characterize the source of all 'perfections' and must 
be ascribed to it 'analogically'. All we gain by knowledge of the 
'detail' of the universe must add to and enrich our conception 
of the source of reality, and yet we can never comprehend or 
completely rationalize that source. It remains, when all is said, 
an unexhausted and surprising 'mystery'. Hence the necessity 
Christian theology has always feIt itself under of incorporating 
the profound agnosticism of the 'negative way' , or 'way of 
remotion' , in itself and the grotesque aberrations into which it 
has always fallen in the hands of second-rate theologians who have 
attempted to know God as one may know the 'general conic'. 
Hence also the tension between the affirmative and the negative 
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moments in a metaphysic like that of Mr Bradley. Hence equally 
the inevitabie failure of 'positive science' to complete its task of 
explaining everything ... The last word on the question whether 
the philosophy of the RepulJlic and the last dialogues generally 
is 'rationalism' or not is briefly this. If we could fully comprehend 
'the good' we should directly see that it is through and through 
intelligible, and the only object which is wholly and perfectly 
intelligible; as we never can comprehend it completely, there is, 
in fact, always something mysterious, not yet understood, about 
it" 1. Or with these lines from another classic ofPlatonic scholarship, 
Auguste Diès' Autour de Platon (1927, p. 489) : "Pour mettre une 
objectivité au terme de chaque démarche essentielle de l'esprit, 
i1 devait accepter une pluralité de Formes intelligibles, et, pour 
couronner cette pluralité sans la détruire, il ne pouvait poser à 
sa cime qu'un principe qui fût à la fois une Forme déterminée 
comme les autres Formes et quelque chose pourtant de supérieur 
à ces Formes, la loi même de leur intelligibilité comme de toute 
intelligibilité" . 

For the meaning of al-cla in Rep. 508 e, De Strycker compares 
Phaedo 97 c fr. 2; as to the general import of the passage, he agrees 
with the interpretation which now is the most current (cp. also 
his statements in 1. Düring and G. E. L. Owen, edd., Aristotle 
and Plato in the Mid-Fourth Century, 1960, p. 92). 

Not so Miss C. J. de Vogel. In "Encore une fois Ie Bien dans 
la République de Platon" , published in Zetesis (the volume of 
essays presented to Professor E. de Strycker, 1973), pp. 40 fr., 
she sets out to correct De Strycker's views as stated in the paper 
mentioned above. She attaches much importance to allo in 508 e 5. 
Her translation of the passage is: "Figure-toi que l'Idée du Bien 
est cause de la connaissance stricte et de la vérité qui est objet 
de la connaissance--mais, bien que par là même (OUTW) toutes 
deux soient belles, la connaissance et la vérité, tu peux croire de 
bon droit que l'Idée du bien en est distincte (allo) et les surpasse 
en beauté". The following comment is added: "Le wç avec 
ytyvwcnwflév'Yjç est simplement 'comme'. Si l'on veut, on peut Ie 
rendre par 'en tant que'. 11 est même très usité dans ce sens. Le 
oVTW, 'ainsi', reprend ce qui précède et fait ressortir que 'par là 

1 I hope I may be allowed this very long quotation. It is made in order 
to remind the reader of Taylor's excellent contributions to Platonic 
scholarship. The "Burnet-Taylor-theory" is now (rightly) abandoned; this 
should not lead to neglect of the many good things which are to be found 
in their works; especially, I think, in Taylor's. 

2 Cp. Taylor, l.l.; F. M. Cornford, Plato and Parmenides (1939), p. 132; 
B. H. Bal, Plato's ascese in de Phaedo (doctoral thesis of Nijmegen Univ; 
1950), p. 121, n. 1. 
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même', i.e. comme science et son objet qui tous les deux ont leur 
cause dans Ie Bien, toutes deux sont belles. Malgré cela (M), Ie 
Bien en est distinct: il est d'un ordre supérieur à elles" . 

Now I doubt very much whether the Greek would allow such 
an interpretation: OVTW, resuming a clause which starts with flb, 
and then being followed by oi, is rather quaint, whereas the natural 
way would be to link it with "aÀwv. As to wç, having to mean 
"en tant que" , one may recall Adam's lapidary statement: "Nor 
is th ere any point, so far as I can discover, in saying that the Idea 
of the Good is the cause of truth so lar as it is known. The Idea 
of the Good is the cause of all Truth, known and unknown" 
(Adam's italics). 

The quotation from Adam shows that Miss de Vogel's translation 
and interpretation are not brand-new, as she herself is the fust 
to point out (she is too modest: her interpretation of OVTW is a 
novelty; this, however, is the least acceptable part of her translation 
and comments). As commentators and translators with whom she 
feels herself to be in agreement she refers to Jowett, Apelt, Maass 
and Chambry; she could have mentioned more. She lists also the 
commentary on Rep. by Jowett and Campbell. Now it is interesting 
to notice that these commentators fi~st print Jowett's translation 
which on the whole does square with Miss de Vogel's, but then 
they add this comment which does not: "flb strictly belongs to 
aiTtav and is opposed to the following oi: the idea of good 'is indeed 
( fliv) the cause of knowledge and truth, but (M) it is other and 
fairer than they' ". This comment has influenced the revisers of 
Jowett (1953) who offer this rendering: " ... and this Idea, which 
is the cause of science and truth, you are to conceive as being 
apprehended by knowIedge, and yet, fair as both truth and 
knowledge are, you will be right to esteem it as different from these 
and even fairer". Further one may ob serve that the evidence shows 
that a translation of 508 e which more or less squares with the 
one proposed by Miss de Vogel does not necessarily imply full 
agreement with her views on the idea of the good. 

These she states as follows: "11 (to wit, Ie Bien) est rationnel 
comme postulat de la raison, et comme cause ultime de la réalité, 
il est 'réel' plus qu'aucune autre chose. On parle bien dans l'esprit 
de Platon quand on dit qu'il est 'surréel'" (the italics are the 
author's). Now I think that introducing the notion of a postulate 
into Platonic philosophy is a very risky affair. As to "surréel", 
a reference to 508 e 5 is not sufficient: ä)J.o there needs not denote 
a difference of essence; "áMwv in the next line does certainly not. 
Undoubtedly there is the momentous phrase in 509 b, ov" oVataç 
ÖVTOÇ TOV àyaf}ov, immediately followed by the equally important 
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in bri'>CSLva TijÇ ova{aç neEa{3etq. '>Cai bvvápSL vnEeÉxOVTOÇ. The text 
is admittedly as difficult as it is crucial. The cautious way in which 
Taylor, Diès and De Strycker try to handle its evidence is, in 
my opinion, preferabIe to Miss de Vogel's borrowing a term which 
has been coined in late Antiquity, vnEeovauMr;ç ova{a, in order to 
characterize Plato's idea of the good ("Ce n'était pas là Ie langage 
de Platon. Mais Ie terme exprime assez bien ce que Platon lui-même 
pensait de l'à}'w9óv"). Moreover, she herself states that "pour 
Platon, sans aucun doute, Ie principe ultime était une réaIité au 
plus haut degré"; here one should, I think, recall Rep. 477 a 3, 
Tà pb navuÄwç OV navuÄWç yVWaTóv. 

A review of the passages in Rep. VI and VII in which the (idea 
of the) good, on ce it has been mentioned, appears as a reality 
and as an object of knowledge yields interesting results. Considering 
the reserve which Plato keeps when speaking about the subject, 
one is struck by their high number-without bringing anything 
new I will enumerate them. The good is an idea (508 e 3, 517 c 1, 
534 cl). It can be seen, fl-óytç indeed, but it is lv Tip yvwaTip 

(517 cl), and avÄÄoy{Ceaf}at about it is possible. It can be known 
(534 c 4). It is a fl-áfJr;fl-a, even the fl-Éytm;ov fl-áfJr;fl-a (504 d 2-3, 
3 4-5, 508 a 2, 534 e 4). It is on a line with the beautiful, and as 
such an object of voûv (507 b 5-10, cp. 532 bI). This can be done 
by 'Ij Toi! btaUYEaf}at MJVafl-tç or lntaT~fl-r; (511 b 4, c 5, 532 d 8, 
533 a 8). The Myoç can grasp it (511 b 4, 534 c 3) and distinguish 
it from other objects (534 b 9). 

The highly competent Platonic schol ar CorneIia de Vogel knows, 
of course, all these passages by heart. Several of them are mentioned 
in her paper; some are extensively discussed. One can agree with 
her that a phrase Iike bwe{aaaf}at Tip MyfP (534 b 9) is not necessarily 
meant as a formal definition. One must even acknowledge that 
her interpretation is possible and consistent-it is mainly the one 
given by the neoplatonists, very able commentators andinterpreters: 
so much should be said even when one entirely disagrees with 
them. On the other hand, it must be stated that the author 
sometimes passes lightly over counter-instances, especially over 
the designation of the good as a fl-Û'{}r;fl-a. Even if one is willing 
to go a long way with Miss de Vogel, one will find in this way 
some unsurmountable obstacles in the form of passages which 
unmistakably speak about the good as a "reaI" being and an 
object of knowIedge. Two of them will be discussed. 

1) In 518 c 9 the good is called TOV OVTOÇ Tà epaVÓTaTov. Not an 
unsurmountable obstacle in the eyes of Miss de Vogel: she holds 
that the genitive is not partitive, but marking a comparison 
(" ... ce qui est Ie plus brillant par rapport à l'être, ou comparé à lui", 
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the author's italics). She quotes with approval Cornford's (to my 
taste just a bit too florid) translation " ... contemplate reality and 
th at supreme splendour which we have called the Good". Now 
Cornford's (not even quite exact) translation, which parades a 
not too pleasant kind of variatio may be left alone; but not 
Miss de Vogel's argument. She says that Cornford "a évité de 
faire que Platon se contredise lui-même en disant que Ie plus 
brillant fait 'partie de l'être' "; where is the contradiction, if one 
does not admit the author's premisses ~ 

Two points must be made: a) superlativus pro comparativo is 
not an established usage. Miss de Vogel refers to the works on 
Greek syntax by Kühner-Gerth and Schwyzer-Debrunner. In fact, 
Schwyzer-Debrunner, Griech. Gramm. II (1950), p. 100, is rather 
sceptical ab out the usage; in Kühner-Gerth, Griech. Gramm. II 
(Satzlehre) I, (31898), p. 24, the reviser of the third edition, Gerth, 
corrects Kühner's admission of the usage. H. Thesleff, Studies on 
the Greek Superlative (1955), p. 8, n. 2, practically ignores it. As 
far as I have seen, one could only regard the sup. pro comp. as 
a grammatical possibility in cases where the superlative is predicate; 
in Rep. 518 c 9 it is quite clearly not. 

b) In the phrase lwç ~v ëlç .à OV "al .oi! ovr:oç .à cpav6mTov t5vPadJ 
yiV1J.al àvaaxicn'lm -&ew;tiV1] one can take "al as specifying ("and 
especially the brightest part"; this I would prefer) or as explanatory 
("en wel van het schitterendste deel"; so De Win in his of ten 
felicitous translation) or as additive. Now even is "at is additive, 
r:à ov is on a line with .à cpavór:ar:ov, depending from àvaaxia-&al 
{hw/tiv", ëlç. This is a very strong expression. How can Miss de Vogel's 
sharp distinction between r:à ov and r:oi! ov.oç r:à cpavómr:ov be made 
to square with this syntactical fact ~ 

526 e 3- 4, not mentioned by Miss de Vogel, is comparable; it 
may serve as a corollary. The (idea of the) good is here called 
r:à ev{)alllOvi am.ov r:ov ovr:oç. There can be no question of a 
superlativus pro comparativo in th is passage. 

2) In 532 c 5-6 the procedure is discussed of the arts and 
sciences which have the power to lead up the best part of the soul 
n(!àç r:ijv .oV àetar:ov lv r:oïç oval -&iav. In this passage there is no 
genitive to quarrel about. Miss de Vogel insists that lv .oïç oval 
should be translated by "dans Ie monde intelligible". Rightly, as 
the parallelism with l v up aw/taToufJeï r:e "ai óeaup .ónrp (c 7-d I) 
is clearly meant to be observed (though renderings like, e.g., 
De Win's "in het zijnde", Robin's "dans la réalité", Shorey's 
"among realities" could be defended: one can always plead to 
have taken "reality" in its pregnant, Platonic, sense). But if the 
parallelism is observed, it must work both ways: .à aelar:ov lv 
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TOtç OVal is also on a line with nl {3üncrrov tv vroxfi, and the aetGTOV 
is part of the Dna, just as Tà fPavó-raTOV is part of what can be seen 
tv nIJ . . . óeanIJ TÓ:rUp. Miss de Vogel reminds her readers of the 
fact that for Plato the sun was not a part of the terrestrial world, 
"mais était d'un ordre ontologiquement supérieur". That may be; 
but it was part of the universe, even if "ontologiquement" (?) 
superior to the earth. 

37. Repuhlic 515 c. Exó'TCet ()~, 1}v {)'èyw, aVTwv Ä:ValV Te xal 
'taGtv TWV éJeGf-twv xal TijÇ àfPeoGVvTjç, oZa nç av elTj, el gn3Get TmáéJe 
~vf-t{3atvot aVToiç. Many editors and commentators have found fault 
with gn3Gu. Earlier explanations and attempts at emendation are 
reported by Adam. WiIamowitz (Platon II, 21920, p. 384) suggested 
gn3Gel Tmq.éJe, but rightly rejected it himself as "ziemlich peri
phrastisch". A new attempt at emendation was made by K. Vretska 
in Wiener Studien 71, 1958, pp. 49 f.; he thought that gn3Get is 
a corruption of ~Get, the original reading being ~Get<ç> . He has 
to reshape the sentence, and he takes ola nç av elTj to mean "wie 
er etwa auch sein mag" -this would be rather dubious Greek. 

Schneider's explanation of gn3Gel, to wit "in the course of nature", 
is supported by the outcome of D. Mannsperger's oareful 
investigation Physis bei Platon (1969), pp. 74 ff.; Shorey has "in 
the course of nature" (though his note suggests that he adhered 
to Ast's "re vera"). It was also accepted by Jowett and Campbell; 
rightly, in my opinion. 

Adam argued that the release of the prisoners is "a return to 
their true nature, and may for this reason be described as naturai" . 
Robin's rendering, "en vertu de leur nature", is clearly influenced 
by this note; it is, however, certainly wrong: the prisoners do not 
liberate themselves, nor is their nature the moving force in 
their liberation (De Win, who probably also follows Adam, is 
more cautious; he translates by "overeenkomstig hun natuur"). 
Chambry's "naturellement" is entirely mistaken : too much is said 
in books VI and VII of the Republic ab out the perilous state of 
philosophy to regard the liberation as a matter of course; the 
conversion which is needed is something Iike a miracle. 

38. Repuhlic 538 a. The birth of scepticism in a young man's 
mind is compared to the experience of "a supposititious son reared 
in abundant wealth and a great and numerous family amid many 
flatterers, who on arriving at manhood should become aware that 
he is not the child of those who call themselves his parents, and 
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should not be able to find his true father and mother" (Shorey's 
translation). Then, it says, :nwç uv CuaTdhtT} :neóç TE TOVÇ "ó).a"aç 
"at :nedç TOVÇ v:nofJaAOflbovç èv è"elvq> TO Tep xeóvq> cp OU" f7&t Tà :nEet 
TijÇ v:nofJoï..ijç "al èv cp av f7&t; Wilamowitz (Platon II, 21920, 
p. 385) was shocked by the second f7&t: this is "falsch, denn das 
Wissen liegt nicht in der Vergangenheit. EMelT} ist gefordert und 
steht auch am Schlusse der nächsten genau ebenso gebauten 
Periode" (scil. at b 5). Many years before the same objection had 
been made by Henry Richards, and the same remedy proposed. 
Adam had answered Richards, and WiIamowitz might have 
consulted Adam's commentary. Adam defends the transmitted 
text by referring to Rep. 515 e and Phaedo 67 e-68 a. Ris argument 
is sound; it can be generalized and strengthened by relating it 
to the rich material collected in R. J. A. Lagas, Syntactische 
perseveratie- en anticipatieverschijnselen bij oudere Grieksche dichters 
(a dootoral thesis of Nijmegen University, 1941). Lagas' interest 
is centred on archaic poetry, but he lists also numerous cases of 
syntactical "perseveration" in classical prose-writers, Plato included. 
They are a sufficient argument for keeping the second f7&t in 538 a 6. 

39. Republic 617 d e, 620 a-d. In literary criticism and scholarship 
of the last decades there is astrong tendency to regard coherency 
as the all-important quality of a literary work; the consequence 
is the attempt to relate every detail, even the slightest, to the 
design of the whoIe. Inevitably this sometimes leads to strained 
interpretations. This is also to be seen in the work of classical 
scholars. Some of these, mostly younger men, are clearly (and 
sometimes avowedly) influenced by the methods of contemporary 
literary criticism; other interpreters showed and show the tendency 
while no such influence could or can be supposed (one of the latter 
-be it said maxima cum reverentia-was Paul Friedländer, and 
this was a délaut of his admirable qualités as an interpreter of 
Plato; sometimes his attempts to find structural significance in 
every trait of a dialogue made him mistake the element of free 
invention in Plato's literary artistry). 

W. Biesterfeld, Der platonische Mythos des Er (1970), pp. 51, 193, 
has been led astray by the introductory words (614 b 2-3) to 
the fin al myth in Republic ou ft!vTm ... ' Aï.."tvov yE à.nóï..oyov ... 
àï..!..' àï.."tftOV ftiv àvoeóç, ' Hedç TOV ' AeftEvtOV. Perhaps àï.."tftov has only 
been added for the pun's sake, but, true, Er has died in battle; 
so Biesterfeld can say that he is "schliesslich (this is delightful!) 
Soldat, und damit zugleich Angehöriger des mittleren Standes der 
Politeia" (this conclusion is as unwarranted as it is irrelevant). 
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This makes him find "ausgesprochen militärische Formen und 
Ausdrucksweisen" in the myth. In 617 d ~ 5 the "military tone" 
is conveyed by "das Vermeiden jeglicher KopuIa und Verben im 
ersten Teil der Ansprache". He seems to forget that it is the 
7l(!oqJ~rrlç, not Er, who is quoted; worse is his failure to notice 
the fact that Plato here, as in Phaedrus 245 c, uses the nominal 
phrase of early Ionian prose in order to make the impression of 
an oracular utterance (cp. J. D. Denniston, Greek Prose Style, 
1952, p. 4). He suggests that in 620 a fr. Plato adapts the tale to 
the level of a soldier's intelligence by describing only well-known 
characters in their acts of choosing a new life-but using mythological 
characters in this tale stood to reason. Apparently it is a concession 
to the supposedly low level of military intelligence, too, that the 
comments which in the tale are given on the acts of choosing are 
"entsprechend vordergründig, verschleiernd sogar". For this 
Biesterfeld only refers to the choice of Orpheus who "certainly" , 
says he, did not choose the life of a swan .because he had come 
to hate women but because he "als Sänger sich diesem Tier 
wahlverwandt fühlt". Biesterfeld argues in this way because he 
regards avv~7geta as all-important and decisive in the choice. Rightly, 
as 620 a 2 shows; but now he wants to demonstrate its efrects 
in all the acts of choosing, and he forgets that the avv~79êta may 
also work in a negative way, as is clear in the cases of Orpheus 
and Odysseus (and, to some degree, of Agamemnon). His inter
pretation is rectilinear. He argues that in Euripides' Philoctetes 
(as partly reconstructed from Dio Chrysostomus 52 and 59) 
Odysseus appears as a man who loves qniet; so his choice in 
Rep. 620 c 3 fr. is a direct consequence and continuation of his 
former habits. Now his reading of Dio's speeches and of the 
fragments of Euripides' play must have been rather superficial: 
in the play Odysseus asks himself whether it would not be wiser 
to lead a quiet life, but avows that qJLAOitfl,{a makes him enter 
upon the career of self-advancement with all its hardships. Still 
worse is, that Biesterfeld has failed to see th at his interpretation 
makes two crucial words, qJLAOitptaç AeÄwqJ1)Xvïav, in Plato's text 
(620 c 5) senseless. 

40. Laws 635 b. For the meaning of q;{}óvoç which he finds in 
Protag. 316 d, W. J . Verdenius (cp. above n. 28) also refers to 
Laws 635 bi , 'Up fL'fJ qJ{}Óvep rà Äeyópeva à),),' dwotq. bexopl:vep. 
Here, too, he thinks that "criticism, censure" ("Tadel") would 
be the right rendering. 

Now q;{}óvoç can be a) jealousy of another man's good; 
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b) unwillingness to share one's own good with another man. The 
distinction is not always kept in mind in the discussions. 

In the present passage the rendering "criticism" can hardly be 
right. Criticism by the Athenian is annollnced and expected (634 d 2, 
635 a 6, cp. b 2). Accepting criticism implies acknowledging 
superiority of the critic, on sorne point at least. Clinias says that 
criticism can have a salutary effect if it is accepted without envy 
of that superiority. 

Perhaps a word may be added on Lysias XXIV 1, also referred 
to by Verdenius. Several dictionaries have an entry "oppos. 
lnatvoç" , 8cil. to rp&óvoç, with a reference to this passage. This is 
misleading. Lysias' invalid argues that he is not to be envied for 
his pension but to be praised for his meritorious way of life. There 
is no real opposition; the Greek love of antithetical structure 
(particularly noticeable in Lysias) has produced an antithesis which 
exists only in apparence. 

4l. Laws 682 a. In a 1 Èv{}eaait~óv can no more be regarded 
with doubt since the Bodmer papyrus has given us Menander, 
Dysc. 44. 

In a 4 it is possible to take ytyvoflévwv as a participium imperlecti ,. 
cp. my notes on De Sublim. IX 13, -rijç flèv 'D.táIJoç y(}ag;oflÉvrjç 
(in Mnemosyne 1965, p. 237) and on Phaedrus 241 a 1 Ènbwvov 
ovaav, 248 b 4 noÄvv lxovaat nóvov, with the literature referred to 
there. If it is taken in this way, one cannot (entirely) agree with 
T. J. Saunders' judicious treatment of the passage (Notes on the 
Laws ol Plato, 1972, pp. 13 f.). 

For various answers to the question whether the power ofpoetical 
inspiration, stated in the present passage, must be taken at face 
value, cp. R. Weil, L'archéologie de Platon (1959), pp. 77 ff.; 
P. Vicaire, Platon critique littéraire (1960), pp. 93 ff.; E. N. Tigerstedt, 
Plato's Idea ol Poetical Inspiration (1969), p. 59. In these discussions 
the occurrenee of the word na{v in a 4 has not been used as an 
argument. I think that it shows some irony on Plato's part. For 
nç conveying irony (and sometimes even contempt), cp. Adam on 
Rep. 363 d, 372 b, 381 e; Groeneboom on Aeschylus, Promo V. 696; 
Jebb on Sophocles, Philoct. 519. 

42. Laws 689 d. There is no contradiction between wç aog;ovç 
Te n(}oa(}'YJTÉov in d 2 and the well-known passages in which possession 
of wisdom is denied to philosophers (cp. above n. 23). E. Dönt, 
Platons Spätphilosophie und die Akademie (1967), p. 19, thinks 
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that in the present passage philosophers are called wise (with 
G. Müller, though rightly rejecting the interpretations put by 
Müller upon the supposed shift in Plato's thought). 

In fact the former statements remain vaIid. lt is those who are 
free from "crass ignorance", the moral insanity, described in 
689 a-c, who may be called wise. This does not imply a judgment 
upon their capabiIity to attain the aims of philosophical striving. 
The case in 689 d is, of course, purely theoretical. Plato does not 
wish to commit government to people who can neither read nor 
swim; he formulates an overruIing condition. 

One may hear in this passage an echo of Socrates' àvfJ(!wntv'YJ 
aOqJta (Apol. 20 d). lt should be remembered by those who Iike 
to declaim on Plato's aristocratic contempt of common people. 

43. Laws 909 a. In The Unwritten Philosophy (1950), pp. 66 f., 
F. M. Cornford recalls Ivan's story of the Grand Inquisitor in 
Dostoyevsky's novel, The Brothers Karamazov. He tells it in a 
brilliant page, a fitting ending to an excellent essay. lts merits, 
however, are mainly literary. The intended comparison between 
the acts of the inquisitor and those of the members of the nocturnal 
council in Laws 909 a 4-6 fails: the inquisitor has his verdict ready, 
the members of the council come int vovf}eT17aet Te ~at Tfi Tijç 1fVXijç 
aWT'YJ(!tq., hoping that ~o~fi uç aWqJeovBÏv of the prisoners. 

If Cornford had cared as much for exactitude as he did for 
literary effect, he might have pointed not to a character of literary 
fiction, however impressive it may be, but to the historical 
inquisition. A comparison of the practices of the nocturnal council 
and the inquisition would be possible, and perhaps fruitful, if the 
points of difference are kept in mind (cp. R. B. Levinson, In Defense 
of Plato, 1953, pp. 356 f., n. 265; G. R. Morrow, Plato'sOretanState, 
1960, p. 489, n. 272, pp. 500 ff.). 

But Cornford's imagined scene in which Socrates has to stand 
a second trial before a nocturnal council presided by Plato could 
never have been real: what charge could be brought against 
Socrates according to the rules of Laws X? 

Far better than Cornford's too much applauded parallel is the 
assessment made by T. J. Saunders in his translation of Law8 
(Penguin Classics, 1970, p. 410): "We may approve in general of 
Plato's desire to rehabiIitate criminais, but his proposal that 
officials should visit heretics or atheists for five years 'to admonish 
them and ensure their spiritual salvation' suggests ... disturbing 
modern paralleis" . There are, of course, in Plato's work, and 
especially in the Laws, many "disturbing" traits; only the modern 
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reader should ask himself whether the cause of his disturbance 
lies entirely with Plato. And anyhow he should read his Plato 
with the fair and scholarly mind which makes Saunders add af ter 
"suggests" the parenthesis "but does no more than suggest". 

44. Laws 944 a. Discussing the components of the final myth 
in Republic W. Biesterfeld, Der platonische Mythos des Er (1970), 
p. 30, argues that "auch das Phänomen, dasz ein Toter wieder 
zum Leben erwacht, ist den Griechen durchaus vertraut. Platon 
selbst führt (Nomoi 944 a) die beiläufige Rede: 'Wenn Patroklos 
wieder zum Leben erwachte, was Tausenden geschehen ist .. .' ". 

The general statement is only very restrictedly right. Eurydice 
might have returned to life; Er and Alcestis did return. Asclepius 
certainly raised many people from death; but he was stopped. 
"Durchaus vertraut" is rather too strong a term and suggests 
too much. The thought that death is final is a commonplace in 
Greek literature as weil as in other literatures (cp. e.gr. Homer, 
Il. 9, 408; Aeschylus, Agam. 1018, Eum. 647; Sophocles, El. 136, 
Ir. 67; Euripides, Alc. 1076), and the reaction described in Acts 
XVII 32 is typical. 

As to the reference to Laws 944 a, Biesterfeld has probably mis
understood H. Müller's translation which runs "Wenn Patroklos ... 
wieder ... zum Leben erwachte .. .". 

Of the passage in question two translations are possible, to wit 
a) "If P. had been still alive" (Jowett; similarly Stallbaum, Apelt, 
Robin, Chambry). An ellipse of "still" is easily conceivable, but 
the use of the aorist might be regarded as telling against this 
interpretation (which I yet think to be preferabie); b) "If P. had 
revived" (England; similarly Bury, Taylor, Diès, De Win and 
Jowett's revisers, apparently impressed by England's criticism). 

Biesterfeld's reference appears still more to be mistaken if one 
notices that the words olo'JI &j I-lve{Otç aV'JIÉnWB can bear as much 
on 'Xol-ltaOûç int a'X1J'Vij'JI a'JIBV TW'JI önÀw'JI as on lJl-ln'JIovç iyÉ'JIBTo, if 
not more. Syntax admits this interpretation, and it is favoured 
by the fact that the passage as a whole treats of abandonment 
of weapons. Most translators do not make fully clear which 
connection they pref er ; Saunders does: "If Patroclus had pulled 
round af ter being carried to his tent without his weapons (as has 
happened in thousands of other cases)"; so does Apelt: "Gesetzt, 
Patroklos wäre noch atmend und lebend ohne seine Waffen in das 
Zelt gebracht worden, wie es bei Tausenden schwer verwundeter 
Krieger der Fall ist .. .". 
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45. Laws 967 b c. E. R. Dodds, The Greeks and the Irrational 
(1951), p. 223 (=G. Vlastos, ed., Plato, A Collection ot Critical 
Essays II, 1971, p. 228), writes: "Plato in fact wishes to revive 
the fifth-century heresy trials". Certainly in book X of the Laws 
trials for impiety are discussed and penalties fixed. But the difference 
between these trials and those which the fifth century had seen 
is far greater than their resemblance (cp. G. R. Morrow, Plato's 
Cretan State, 1960, pp. 471 ff., 500 ff.); therefore "revive" is not 
quite exact. 

Dodds continues: "He makes it plain that he would condemn 
Anaxagoras unless he mended his opinions" (similarly O. Reverdin, 
La religion de la cité platonicienne, 1945, p. 243). What charge 
would be brought against him? I do not think that Plato would 
have regarded him as an atheist. 

Dodds explains his statement in a note (88) in w hich he summarizes 
the present passage as follows: "'certain persons' who formerly 
got themselves into trouble through falsely asserting that the 
heavenly bodies were 'a pack of stone and earth' had only 
themselves to blame for it" (almost certainly Anaxagoras is one 
of the "certain persons"). I think that the import of the passage 
is different from what Dodds finds in it. Anaxagoras is praised 
in b 4-6: even then there were some thinkers who risked to "assert 
that it was reason that imposed regularity and order on the 
heavens" (Saunders' translation). Only they went astray about 
the soul's priority to matter and regarded the heavenly bodies 
as inanimate. This made them incur "a great many accusations 
of atheism, and provoked a lot of hostility" (c 6, again Saunders' 
transl.). Especially poets abused them, comparing them to bitches 
baying at the moon, and levelling other silly taunts at them. 
Now these baying bitches recall (and are meant to recall) the 
quotations in Republic 607 b c. There Plato reports with contempt 
and disgust some of the sayings of poets about philosophers and 
philosophy. By recalling them in the present passage he wants 
to make clear that he takes sides with Anaxagoras and his 
followers: their errors did not justify the poets' "silly" abuses, 
and their merits remain. He can afford to acknowledge them 
because now the new astronomy of the Academy has provided a 
good starting-point for a better understanding (a 7-8, d 1-2). 
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